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CHAPTER 1 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

The Real-Time Operating System· (RTOS) forthe'NOVA!SUPERNOVA computer 

family consists primarily ofa small, general":purpose multi-program

ming monitor designed to control'a'w'ide vard.ety of real-time input/ 

output devices. User programs are relievea from the details of I/O 

timing, data buffering, priority handling, and,task scheduling. In 

addition, they are provided with-a 'parallel processing capability plus 

inter-task communication and syncntoniZati6n fac'ilities. Corrnnunica

tion with the monitor lakes'place'through'a smaIl set of meta-instruc

tions (consisting primarily bfinachine~la.nguage subroutine ca1ls). 

The system, which is entirely coiei.re'sident, is highly modular and 

largely reentrant, allowing for the straightforward addition of spe-

cial device handlers. 
i(' .. ; 

RTOS is designed specifically for the'1r~dttng.pf multiple user tasks. 
> "' I' 

These tasks are created by means of Qri~9f,ttte meta-instructions, and 

once initiated may be terminated at any,tike. ' A large munber of common 
,,1 ' 

processing situations lend themselves admirably to this sort of opera-

tional control philosophy .. Simple' examples include the reading or 

writing of a block of data while simul'taneously performing some other 

(possibly unrelated) operatic)Jl:,' listeHing for input from several devices 

at the same time, shared device use'hy:muleipletasks, sophisticated 

corrnnunications problems, etc. As~ill be' seEm from the meta-instruc

tions available, RTOS is a small, rudimentary time-sharing system. Its 

parallel processing capability is, however, discussed here more as a 

means for writing control programs for a wide variety of I/O devices 

rather than as a way to run ~everal ~compu:tations in para1lel, although 

the latter feature is clearly a part ,0£ the =iYstem. 
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1.2 RTOS TASK STATES 

As a "TASK" is the basic logical unit which is controlled by RTOS, it 

is necessary at this time to describe the concept of a TASK, and 

define some of its operational states during existence. Essentially, 

a TASK is a logically complete program segment, operating at a speci

fied priority level, whose execution may proceed simultaneously with, 

and independently of other TASKs (although communication and synchro

nization between TASKs is permitted and provided for in RTOS). Due to 

the serial nature of the computer, TASKs which appear to execute in 

parallel are in actuality executed in short (serial) segments. It is 

necessary, then for RTOS to maintain certain status information (pri

marily active registers) concerning all TASKs which are not currently 

in a state of execution. This information is retained within an In

formation structure called the "TASK control block" (TCB) , which is a 

seven word block of storage structured as follows: 

USAGE WORD 

RTOS LINKAGE WORD 
CARRy + PRIORITY 
AC0 STORAGE 
ACI STORAGE 
AC2 STORAGE 
AC3 STORAGE 
PC STORAGE 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Figure 1-1 TCB FORMAT 

The maximum number of TASKs which may be supported in any RTOS con

figuration is defined at RTOS assembly time (by specifying a value for 

the "JOBS" parameter). At any given time, each of these TASKs will 

exist in one of four states which are described in the following 

sections. 

1.2.1 EXECUTING STATE 

A TASK is executing when the central processing unit (CPU) has been 

restored to the state specified in the TASK's TCB. Note that when a 

TASK is in the executing state, it has control of the CPU and no TCB 

is required. 
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1.2.2 PENDING TASK 

A TASK is pending when it IS ready and available for execution. A 

TASK becomes pending if and only if: 

a) it is being initiated for the first time (with the .FORK 

command) , 

or b) an RTOS meta-instruction is executed and a TASK of equal or 

higher priority is pending, 

or c) a teletype break occurs (see description of the .BRK 

command) , 

or d) the real-time operation it was awaiting has occured/been 

completed. 

1.2.3 SUSPENDED STATE 

A TASK is suspended whenever it must await the occurrence or completion 

of some real-time operation. More specifically, this condition may 

exist if and only if: 

a) an I/O operation (.IOX) has been initiated by the TASK and 

it is not yet complete, 

or b) the TASK has given a .RCV request and is awaiting a corre

sponding .::o.UT fron another TASK, 

or c) the TASK has given a .XMIT request with the "@" option and 

is awaiting the corresponding .RCV from another TASK, 

or d) the TASK has given a .\VAIT request and is awaiting the 

passing of the specified number of clock cycles, 

or e) the TASK has given a .BRK request and is awaiting the occur

rence of the specified break character on a teletype. 

1.2.4 DORMANT STATE 

A TASK is dormant if it IS neither suspended, pending, or executing. 

This situation exists if and only if: 

a) the TASK has not yet been created In the system (with the 

.FORK command), 
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or b) the TASK has been terminated, either due to the execution 

of a .QUIT command or the break character being received 
or a .ReV being issued on a previously .RCV activated channel. 

The various modes of transition between the four TASK states in RTOS are 
illustrated in Figure 1-2. 

OORMANT 
STATE 

. FORK 

PENDING 
STATE 

REAL-TIME 
OPERATION 

COMPLETE 
BREAK ON 

TTY 

Figure 1-2 TASK STATE TRANSITION 

1.3 RTOS META-INSTRUCTIONS 

. lOX 
.WAIT 

.XMIT @ 

.RCV 
.BRK 

SUSPENDED 
STATE 

COnDnlIDication between user TASKs and RTOS is effected by means of eight 

"meta-instructions". These meta-instructions, mostly subroutine calls, 
are declared as entry points (.ENT) to RTOS (which is supplied as a re

locatable package, and thus must be declared as externals (.EXTN) to 
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the user program. Alternatively, an absolute binary tape of RTOS 

could be prepared for special situations, in which case the meta

instructions would be user-defined as transfers through the appro

priate address vector on page zero. 

It should be noted that all meta-instructions return control by 

means of the RTOS TASK scheduler, which will place the current TASK 

in the pending state if any TASKs of equal or higher priority are 

pending when the meta-instruction is executed. In addition, the TASK 

scheduler is activated whenever a TASK is transferred from the sus
pended to the pending state (i.e. - when a real-time operation has 

been completed). This technique is employed, rather than using the 

real-time clock to generate "time slices", in an attempt to reduce 

overhead in the system as well as provide some user control over the 

scheduling operation (which is desireable in a control environment). 

A true, "time-slicing" mode of operation is available to the RTOS 

user, however, and will be discussed under the description of the .WAIT 

instruction. 

1.3.1 .IOX INSTRUCTION 

. lOX 
<logical device #> 
<device control word> 
<first data item pointer> 
<data item count> 
<error routine address> 
<normal return> 

This is the standard I/O operation in RTOS, initiating an activity on 

the specified device. If the device is currently busy (i.e., servicing 

an . lOX request from another TASK), execution of the requested opera

tion will be postponed until the device becomes free. Once this execu

tion begins, absolute control of the device is guaranteed to the TASK 

until the .IOX operation has terminated. In all cases, the execution 

of an .IOX causes the current TASK to be placed in the suspended state, 

making a transition to the pending state only when the requested func

tion has terminated. Note that this may effectively be avoided, if 
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desired, by the logical structure created by the following command 

sequence: 

[

FORK 

. lOX 

.:~~T 

create parallel process 

perform I/O operation 

terminate TASK when I/O complete 

parallel process to avoid hang-up 

The use of parallel processes (i.e., multi-TASK's) allows a TASK to 

communicate with a given device without having to concern itself with 

whatever other task may be using it. For example, a number of TASKs 

could "simultaneously" be reading some control variable through an 

A/D converter input. Needless to say, multiple TASKs generating out

put on "serial" devices such as the paper tape punch must take care 

to include identifying information within the output data block. 

The device type on which the I/O operation will be performed is in

dicated by the "logical device number", the first parameter of the 

.10X command. Logical device numbers for each class of devices (e.g., 

o = teletype, 1 = high speed paper tape reader, 3 = line printer) are 

specified in the individual device handler descriptions which are in

cluded in an appendix to this manual. It should be noted that device 

handlers may be capable of servicing multiple units of the same device 

type. In these cases, the specific unit is indicated by a device unit 

number which forms part of the device control word. The teletype is 

an example of a device whose handler can service multiple units. 

The second parameter of the . lOX command is called the device control 

word and is used to specify all device-dependent options. In this 

section, the teletype device control word will be shown for illustra

tive purposes; other device control words are specifically described 

ln the appendix on Peripheral Support. 

An attempt has been made to keep these device control words as compat

ible as possible, so much of what is given regarding the teletype will 

hold true for other devices as well. The teletype device control word 

is shown in Figure 1-3. 
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~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l~ 11 12 13 14 15 

I I I I I I~I Device Unit Number I 
LUNUSED 

ASCII Parity Bits 

0 ::: ASCII Mode, 1 ::: lMAG E Mode 

~ ::: Character Format, 1 

~ ::: Echo on Input, 1 ::: S -
• ::: In ut p 1 ::: Out ut p 

Figure 1-3 Teletype Device Control Word Format 

::: Word Fonnat 

uppress Echo 

The next two parameters of the . lOX command give the starting address 

of the data list and the data item count. These two parameters are 

either a byte pointer/byte count or a word pointer/word count depending 

on the fonnat specified in the device control word. 

The last . lOX parameter is the address of an error program. If an error 

occurs during the processing of an . lOX meta-instruction, the error 

return address parameter is used as the return PC when the TASK is 

placed in the pending state. 

1.3.2 .FORK INSTRUCTION 

. FORK 
<new task priority> 
<new task address> 
<return> 

The .FORK meta-instruction IS the basic mechanism for the creation of 

parallel processes (i.e., multiple TASKS) in RTOS. Its execution causes 

the creation of a new TASK (with its associated TCB) at a specified 

priority level. Priorities in the range 1-25510 may be used (25510 

being the lowest priority); specifying a level of 0 causes the new TASK 

to be created with the same priority as the executing TASK. Both TASKs 

are placed in the pending state when the .FORK is executed, and the 

system scheduler determines which TASK will next be placed in the exe

cuting state. From this point onward, the two TASKs exist as separate 
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entities in the system; no structure or hierarchy is remembered. 

Much of the power of RTOS is inherent in the .FORK mechanism. 

Note that if both the executing TASK and the new TASK created by the 

.FORK are of the same priority (new task priority = ~ in .FORK call) 

the previously executing TASK will be re-scheduled before the new 

one. This convention allows for the convenient initiation of I/O 

activities without suspending the corresponding computation (as il

lustrated in the .IOX description). 

1.3.3 .QUIT INSTRUCTION 

. QUIT 

This meta-instruction is used to terminate the execution of the cur

rent (executing) TASK. The TASK is placed in the dormant state and 

will not become pending unless re-created by a .FORK command. .QUIT 

is implemented simply as an entry to the TASK scheduler, preserving 

none of the current TASK information. 

1.3.4 .PTY INSTRUCTION 

.PTY 
<new priority level> 
<return> 

The .PTY meta-instruction is used to dynamically alter the priority of 

the current executing TASK. Priorities within t~e range ~-255l~ are 

permitted, being specified by tIle eight least significant bits of the 

new priority level parameter. Level 255l~ (3778) is the lowest priority. 

Note that level ~, the highest RTOS priority level, may only be speci

fied by a .PTY command (i.e., not by a .FORK operation). A number of 

special system operations take place at this level and the user should 

exercise discretion regarding attempts to run TASKs at this priority. 

System integrity will be maintained but any "compute-bound" operation 

at level zero will cause a serious degradation in I/O operating speeds. 
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1.3.5 .WAIT INSTRUCTION 

. WAIT 
<# of clock cycles> 
<return> 

This meta-instruction is used to delay the execution of the current 

TASK for a specified time interval. The executing TASK is placed 

in the suspended state for the indicated number of clock cycles, 

following which it is transferred to the pending state, which makes 

it available for scheduling. Specifying a zero or a negative number 

of clock cycles as the waiting time causes the current TASK to be 

immediately placed in the pending state, allowing the scheduling of 

any other TASKs of the same priority. This feature is provided as a 

convenient technique to force rescheduling. 

The duration of a system clock cycle is set at 10 milliseconds in the 

distributed version of RTOS. Other frequencies are available (See 

the appendix on System Generation) and may be in use at a given sys

tem installation since it appears on the parameter tape. 

It should be noted that the real-time clock interrupt routine which 

IS used by RTOS does not directly call the scheduler (although it may 

do so indirectly by virtue of the fact that a TASK which has been sus

pended due to a .WAIT operation will cause rescheduling when it be

comes active again). This means that if a number of "compute-bOlmd" 

TASKs are active at the same priority level, the current one will 

remain running unless it executes a meta-instruction or a higher pri

ority TASK forces rescheduling. This potentially undesireable (in 

some cases) situation would be avoided in a true "time-slicing" en

vironment, which may be created by having a time slice clock task 

which performs the following instruction sequence: 

.PTY ;Priority set to highest or could be 
<0> ;set to one immediately below which 
.WAIT ;time-sharing is to take place 
<n> ;The time slice duration 
JMP .-2 
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The implementation of the time slice RTOS system assures that a compute 

bound task will not lock out the activities of other tasks of the same 

priority. The number of real time clock interrupts (n) that must occur 

before the scheduler is entered is set by the user. Care must be 

exercised when choosing this time slice interval because it affects 

the system overhead. 

1.3.6 .XMIT INSTRUCTION 

.XMIT 
<channel #> 
<return> 

or 
.»-11T 
<@ channel #> 
<return> 

This is the first of a pair of complementary meta-instructions which 

are provided for the purposes of TASK synchronization and inter-TASK 

communication. The synchronization is performed through a number of 

transmit/receive "channels", the available number being defined at 

RTOS assembly time (nominally eight in the distributed system, with 

zero being the first channel number). 

The .XMIT command causes transmission of a "synchronization signal" 

over the specified channel. If an "@" sign is present in the channel 

number argument, the TASK will be placed in the suspended state until 

the .Rev signal has been received. Otherwise, the TASK will be al

lowed to continue. In either case, the contents of AC0 at the time 

of the .XMIT request are retained by RTOS as a single word "message" 

to the receiving TASK (this ''message'' could, of course, be the address 

of a more lengthy message stored somewhere in core memory). 

It is intended that there be a one to one correspondence between .»11T 

and .Rev requests. An .»-1IT to an illegal channel number functions as 

a .QUIT. Second and subsequent .XMIT operations on the same channel 

(before the corresponding .Rev is executed) act as no-operations, a 

feature which may be used to ascertain first occurrences of specific 

conditions, critical timing situations, etc. 
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1.3.7 .RCV INSTRUCTION 

.RCV 
<channel #> 
<return> 

This meta-instruction forms the second half of the synchronization/ 

communication facility in RTOS. The .RCV command enables the recep

tion of a "synchronization signal" sent by a .XMIT over the specified 

channel. Upon executing the command, the current TASK is placed in 

the suspended state until the signal is received, at which time it 

will be made pending and become available for execution again. Need

less to say, if the signal (sent by .~lIT) had already been trans

mitted (and was therefore awaiting reception), the TASK issuing the 

.RCV would not enter the suspended state, but would be imnediately 

available for scheduling. In all cases, when the TASK resumes execu

tion AC3 will contain a copy of the "message" sent by the correspon

ding .XMIT operation. 

Specifying either a negative or an illegal channel number in the .RCV 

request will be handled like a . QUIT . Second and following requests 

to a channel activated by a previous .RCV command will also cause a 

.QUIT operation. 

It should be clear that the .~lIT/.RCV meta-instruction pair may be 

used for both inter-task communication (via the 'message" word) and 

synchronization purposes. Note that a "join" operation as shown in 

Figure 1-4, logically complementing the .FORK instruction, is imple

mented simply by the use of a .XMIT/.RCV pair, the .XMIT being 

followed by a .QUIT. 

. FORK 

I 
.XMIT 
<NN> 
. QUIT .RCV 

L_ _ <NN> 
------- 1 

Figure 1-4 Inter-TASK Communication 
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1.3.8 .BRK INSTRUCTION 

.BRK 
<character code (ASCII) > 
<return> 

The .BRK meta-instruction is a special-purpose command which allows 

the input of a specified ASCII character to interrupt the normal oper

ation of RTOS tasks. Any number of teletypes or teletype-like devices 

in the system may be connected to this facility. It is an assembly 

time parameter with the last word of the DUCB being set negative if 

the break feature is disabled and set equal to the teletype unit number 

if the break is enabled. 

The TASK issuing the .BRK request is placed in the suspended state until 

the specified break character is typed on one of the enabled teletypes. 

At this time, any operation on this teletype will be terminated, suspended 

TASKs awaiting I/O on this teletype will be made dormant, the break TASK 

will be returned to the pending state, and the scheduler will be called. 

When the break TASK begins executing, AC3 will contain the unit number of 

the teletype which initiated the break request. 

Additional .BRK requests, result in the previous .BRK request being 

terminated and an error message being sent back to the user in AC3. Its 

value is dependent on the value of the new break character. Possible 

values for AC3 are as follows: 

AC3 -1 Break request terminated by another legal request 

AC3 -2 Break request terminated by a new .BRK request with 

a negative break character. 

The new .BRK request may also return back to the user TASK with AC3 set 

-3. This indicates that the break character in the call was negative. 

to 

Note that the .BRK instruction is not intended to function as a general

purpose meta-command. Its use is primarily intended for and should be 

restricted to, the operation of a keyboard-oriented executive, or monitor 

TASK running at the user level. 
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CHAPTER 2 

RTOS IMPLEMENfATION DETAILS 

The primary function of RTOS is the supervisory control of four 

basic operations: TASK state transition, TASK synchronization/com

munication, real-time clock servicing, and input/output device 

servicing. Each of these areas of interest will be discussed 

separately. 

2.1 TASK STATE TRANSITION 

2.1.1 EXECUTING TASK 

An executing TASK, by definition, has control of the central proces

sing unit (CPU). The only parameter which RTOS must necessarily re

tain concerning such a TASK is its current priority. The variable 

location '.CPTY' always contains the priority of the current executing 

TASK. 

When a T~K in RTOS is in the executing state, the CPU is said to be 

in USER MODE. Otherwise (i.e., RTOS is engaged in some system function 

such as TASK scheduling), the CPU is said to be in SYSTEM MODE. Due 

to the random nature of interrupts in a real-time environment, plus the 

desireability of reducing interrupt latency as much as possible, it 

was not feasible to make all system functions in RTOS fully reentrant. 

Instead, a variable location (' .SYS. ') is used as a switch to denote 

USER MODE (' .SYS.' ~ ~) or SYSTEM MODE (' .SYS.' f 0). This technique 

protects against illegal reentrancy while still allowing for optimal 

priority scheduling. 

2.1.2 PENDING TASK 

Two queue structures are maintained to facilitate the manipulation of 

TASKs in the pending state. Of primary concern is the "pending TCB 
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queue", which is maintained by the TASK scheduler. TCBs contained in 

this queue are linked in order of decreasing priority (i.e., increasing 

numerical value). Location' .QUE.' contains the address of the first 

TCB in the chain, which "points" to the next in turn, and so on to the 

end of the queue. The final TCB entry has a zero pointer value to 

n~rk the end of the chain. The pending TCB queue, then, is structured 

as follows: 

.QUE. : 

EJ~EJ~EJ 
\~--------------------~v~---------------------JI 

PENDING TCB's 

The nature of a real-time environment dictates that suspended TASKs may 

become active at any time. Unfortunately, the routine to enter a TCB 

into the pending TCB queue cannot be reentrant, as correct chaining 

must be assumed at all times. Therefore, the (non-reentrant) TA~K 

scheduler is given the unique right to insert TCBs into this queue. 

TCBs which dynamically become pending are reentrantly pushed into a 

special stack (' .JSTK') maintained for this purpose (this stack is 

pointed to by '.JPNT'). Each time the scheduler is called, it checks 

to see if any new TASKs have become pending (i.e., are in '.JSTK'). 

If so, the associated TCBs are entered into the pending TCB queue prior 

to raising to the executing state the highest priority pending TASK. 

2.1.3 SUSPENDED TASK 

Pointers to the TCBs for suspended TASKs are maintained within the 

various routines in RTOS which service real-time operations (i.e., 

routines handling the operations which caused the TASKs to become sus

pended). More detailed descriptions of these specific structures are 

covered elsewhere in this document. 
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When RTOS has determined that a suspended TASK can be made pending, 

the associated TCB is pushed into' .JSTK.' stack. Subsequently, this 

TCB will be entered into the pending TCB queue the next time the 

scheduler is called, and will be executed according to its relative 

priority. 

2.1.4 DORMANT TASK 

A dormant task is by definition unknown to RTOS, and therefore no 

information need be maintained concerning it. The .QUIT meta-instruc

tion, which causes an executing TASK to become dormant, is merely a 

call to the system scheduler. 

2.1. 5 NULL TASK 

When the RTOS TASK scheduler determines that the pending TASK queue 

is empty, it initiates a null TASK. This TASK is started by clearing 

location zero and the carry bit, restoring the system to USER MODE, 

and jumping to location zero. The null TASK will continue executing 

a "JMP 0" in location 0 until a hardware interrupt causes a user TASK 

to be made pending as described above. When the computer is in the 

null TASK only the RUN, ION, and FETCH lights of the console will be 

lighted. 

2.2 INTER-TASK CO~~ICATION 

Two tables of length 'CHAN' are maintained by RTOS to handle .XMIT/.RCV 

inter-TASK communication. 'CHAN. is equal to the number of available 

.XMIT/.RCV channels and is set by the user at system generation. 

The first is the channel status table (' .CST. '), containing one entry 

per channel. This entry is in one of four different formats: 
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zero entry indicates channel in

active 



indicates that a .Rev has been re

quested on the channel. 'ADDR' is 

the TCB address of the associated 

suspended .Rev TASK. 

indicates that a .XMIT has been 

sent to the channel with no sus
pension of the TASK 

indicates that a .XMIT has been sent 
to the channel, and the TASK is 

awaiting a corresponding .Rev re-

quest. 'ADDR' is the TCB address 

of the suspended .XMIT TASK. 

The second is the channel message table ('CMT'), also containing one 

entry per channel. When a .XMIT is initiated on a given channel, the 

l6-bit synchronization message (i.e., the contents of AC~ at the time 

of the .XMIT) is stored in the relevant channel entry in the message 

table 'CMT'. 

2.3 REAL-TI~lli CLOCK SERVICING 

The real-time clock supplied with the Nova family of computers is capa

ble of being operated at four different frequencies, one of which is 

selected as the standard RTOS clock time. This is done at RTOS assembly 

time, by specifying an appropriate value for 'FREQ'; it may also be 

accomplished during system run-time by modifying the 'FREQ' entry in 

the device control block for the real-time clock - '.CUCB+3. '. Each 

"tick" of the clock is used to decrement an appropriate count down in

terval value, which, when its value reaches zero, allows the suspended 

TASK to be made pending. 

In order to handle multiple simultaneous .WAIT requests, a "clock count 

down interval queue", '.CLK.', is maintained, structured in a similar 

fashion to the pending TeB queue. Each queue entry contains three 
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words, defined as follows: 

FWD LINK ~ link to next queue entry (final entry = 0) 

CDI ~ count down interval (# of clock ticks) 

ADDR ~ address of suspended TCB 

Location '.RTC.' in the clock service routine contains the address of 

the first entry in the interval queue, thereby creating the following 

structure: 

.RTC. : 

CDI 2 

TCB2 TCB. 
l 

TeEnO 

Each count down interval value is, in reality, an incremental count 

down value. In other words, the total elapsed time before the sus

pended TASK represented by TCBi is made pending is given by x clock 

"ticks", where, 
x = CDI I + CDI 2 + CDI3 + ...•. + CDl i 

The routine to handle the clock count down interval queue, much as in 

the case of the pending TCB queue routine, can not be reentrant, as 

the queue requires protection from multiple simultaneous accesses. 

However, the real-time clock must be allowed to run continuously as 

long as the interval queue is not empty in order to prevent error accu

mulation in multiple-interval timing situations. In order to alleviate 

these problems, an "overcount" state has been provided in the clock 

servlce routine, operating as follows: should RTOS (i.e., the .WAIT 

service routine) be accessing the queue when the interrupt service 

routine also desires access, the overcount state is entered and the 

clock continues to run. When the interval queue again becomes available, 

additional counts are provided according to the number of over count 
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cycles which occurred thereby maintaining accuracy with minimal 

processing overhead. 

2.4 INPUT/OUTPUT SERVICING 

All user I/O is accomplished by a request to RTOS using the .IOX 

command. The .IOX section of RTOS is responsible for allocating 

the use of all standard devices of the system. It provides for ref

erencing all I/O devices by logical unit numbers instead of physical 

unit numbers. The assignment of the logical unit numbers is made 
at system generation time (see Appendix A). 

Each I/O device on the system has a handler associated with it. 

Control is transferred to the handler from the . lOX processor. If 

the required device is already busy, the request is stacked for later 

execution. If the device is not busy, the device is activated to 

input or output the first character or word. The task requesting the 

I/O operation is suspended until the transmission is completed. 

If the request is illegal for some reason (e.g., illegal logical unit 

number, negative word count, etc.), control is returned to the user 

program at the error return address. 

Device handlers with two exceptions (real-time clock and teletype), are 

written as separate, relocatable subroutines which are linked to RTOS 

at load time by the relocatable loader. The two exceptions are made 

for the following reasons: 

a) the real-time clock is not treated as a standard peripheral 

(it communicates with .WAIT rather than .IOX) and is not 

an optional device. 

b) the teletype is assumed to be present in most systems and 

its handler is general-purpose and flexible enough to pro

vide major services for almost all other device handlers. 

Each I/O handler performs operations and functions on a specific device 

only. This means that a handler must be provided for each hardware 
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device in the computer system. Handlers have been written and are 

supplied within the basic RTOS package for the high speed paper tape 

reader and punch, the incremental XY plotter, and the analog to 

digital converter. Handlers for the card reader, line printer, fixed 

head disk, magnetic tape, Jata communications system, and other de-· 

vices interfaced to the Nova computer will be made available as they 

are developed. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DEVICE HANDLER IMPLEMENfATION 

3.1 .IOX INSTRUCTION 

The . lOX meta-instruction of RTOS provides the linkage between user 

TASKs and the individual device handlers. The calling sequence has 

been briefly described in section 1.3.1. 

3.1.1 LOGICAL DEVICE NUMBER 

The device type on which the I/O operation will be performed is In

dicated in the first parameter of the .IOX calling sequence and 

referred to as the logical device number. Logical device numbers 

for each class of device on the system have been arbitrarily assigned 

in the released version of RTOS as follows: 

.14 Teletype keyboard and printer 
1 High speed paper tape reader 
2 High speed paper tape ptmch 
3 Line printer 
4 Incremental plotter 
5 card :reader 
6 Fixed head disk 
7 Analog to digital oonverter 
8 Magnetic tape 
9 Data conmtmications multiplexer 
1.0 MJving head disk 
11 4060 multiplexer 
12 IBM 360/370 Interface 

The assignment of logical device numbers may be changed at system 

generation time by the user modifying the order of the table of de

vice handler addresses starting at location IHfu~B'. 

If the logical device nunber is outside the above range (negative or 

greater than121~) or it specifies a device that has not been declared 

as part of the hardware configuration at system generation time, an 

illegal device number error will occur. The error return will be made 

with AC3 = g. 
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3.1.2 DEVICE CONTROL WORD 

The device control word format will be discussed bit by bit in this 

section. This control word is used to specify all the device

dependent options to the device handler. In this description, the 

teletype device control word will be used for illustrative purposes; 

other device control words are specifically described with the device 

handler description in the appendix on Peripheral Support. An attempt 

has been made to keep these control words compatible, so much of what 

is said regarding the teletype will hold true for other devices as 
well. 

The teletype device control word IS structured as follows: 

~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

I I I I I I I 
I 

Device Unit Number I 
unused 

ASCII parity bits 

0 = 

0 = 

0 = 
= 

ASCI I mode, 1 = image mode 

character forma t, 1 = word format 

1 = suppress echo 

put 

echo on input, 

in ut p 1 = out 

The following conventions have been adopted in RTOS: 

Bit 0 Input / Output Mode Switch 

o input mode 

Bit 1 

1 = output mode 

(Used only where device has both input and output mode 
like a teletype. Paper tape reader is always in input 
mode and this bit is not tested.) 

Echo Indicator Switch 

o echo on input 

1 = suppress echo 

(Used only for teletype where characters typed on the 
keyboard may be echoed on the teleprinter.) 
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Bit 2 

Bit 3 

Data Format Switch 

o = character format 

1 = word fonnat 

Character format is available for I/O of data items 
occupying 8 bits or less. The items are stored/ re
trieved in byte format (two bytes per word - right 
half first) and the data item pointer and data item 
count" are interpreted as the byte address and byte 
count respectively. 

Word format is available for I/O of data items occu
pying 16 bits or less. The items are stored/retrieved 
in right justified form from successive memory loca
tions (unused bits are cleared by the device on input 
and ignored on output). The data item pointer and 
count are interpreted as a word address and word count 
respectively. 

Transmission Mode Indicator 

o = ASCII mode 

1 = Image mode 

In ASCII mode 8 bit characters are handled according to 
the following conventions: 

i) characters are stored/retrieved with parity 
generation/checking as specified by the ASCII par
ity bits. 

ii) nulls are ignored on input unless listed as 
terminators by the system. 

iii) input is tenninated by any character in the 
list of ASCII system terminators or by the data 
item count going to zero, whichever occurs first. 
(ASCII system terminators are simply a list of ASCII 
characters masked to 7 bits). 

iv) output is terminated by a null byte, the data 
item count going to zero, or (in the special case of 
a teletype) the input of a character, whichever 
occurs first. 

In image mode, data items are stored/retrieved in char
acter or word fonnat (as specified) exactly as received 
by the hardware (no parity generation/testing, etc.) 
Input is terminated only by the data item count going to 
zero, while output is terminated by the item count going 
to zero or in the case of the teletype by the operator 
striking any key. 
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Bits 4 

and 5 

Bits 6 

ASCII Parity Bits 

Control words for devices which are capable of handling 
the ASCII mode of transmission have two bits reserved 
for the specification of the parity operation required. 
The various possibilities are as follows: 

i) Input 
~~ - mask to 7 bits (no parity check) 
~l - mask to 7 bits (check even parity) 
l~ - mask to 7 bits (check odd parity) 
11 - same as ~~ 

ii) Output 
~~ - channel 8 set to zero 
~l - even parity in channel 8 
1~ - odd parity in channel 8 
11 - channel 8 to one 

and 7 Unused 

Bits Device Unit Number 

8-15 This number is applicable only in the case of multi
unit device handlers such as the teletype ar magnetic 
tape. The device unit number specifies the specific 
unit (of a particular device type) which is being 
referred. In the case of teletypes, both keyboard and 
printer are considered as being a part of the same de
vice unit. The console teletype (hardware device codes 
l~ and 11) is device unit number zero. 

3.1. 3 DATA ITEM POINTER 

The data item pointer is a byte address if the data is being input or 

output in character format and is a word address if the data is input 

or output in word format. 

3.1.4 DATA ITEM COUNT 

The data item count is a byte count if the data is being input or out

put in character format and is a word count if the I/O operation is in 

word format. For disk transfers, the data item oount is rep;t.aced by a 

one-word starting disk address (oontaining either the disk sector or 

disk, track, and sector nurcber) • 
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3.1.5 ERROR ROUTINE ADDRESS 

If an error occurs during the processing of an . lOX meta-instruction, 

the error routine address parameter is used as the return PC when the 

TASK is placed in the pending state. The contents of AC3 at the time 

of the return are used to specify the error. Error indications differ 

from device to device; possibilities for the teletype are as follows: 

AC3 = n 

AC3 0 

AC3 = -1 

AC3 -2 

AC3 -3 

A number of devices 

Input of character "n" caused termination of the 
output 

Illegal device unit number ln the .IOX calling 
sequence 

Parity error on input 

Negative word count in the .IOX calling sequence 

Teletype unit number error in the .IOX calling 
sequence. 

have no defined error conditions (e.g., high speed 

paper tape punch, incremental plotter, etc.). The error routine ad

dress parameter in these cases is merely a dummy parameter provided to 

maintain .IOX format compatibility. The calling sequence to these de

vices could be as follows: 

.IOX 
<DEVICE #> 
<CONTROL WORD> 
<DATA POINTER> 
<DATA COUNT> 
<. + 1> 
<RETIJRN> 

3.2 DEVICE HANDLERS 

That portion of RTOS which deals with the processing of .IOX commands 

is of primary interest to the real-time user wishing to add his own 

(or modify the standard) I/O device handlers. These handlers, with 

two exceptions (real-time clock and teletype), are written as separate, 

relocatable subroutines which are linked to RTOS at load time by the 

relocatable loader. 

A device handler consists of three major sections: the device 
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initialization routine, which also includes a "next I/O" segmentJ the 

interrupt service routine, and the device unit control block eDUCB). 

3.2.1 DEVICE INITIALIZATION 

The device initialization routine is called by the . lOX processor by 

using the device handler entry point orientated in logical device 

code order in RTOS in a table called 'HANTB'. These entry points are 

the interrupt service routine addresses. The location preceding each 

entry point in the device handler must contain the address of the 

initialization routine, and is used as the transfer mechanism by the 

. lOX processor. This can be easily seen by reviewing some of the 

supplied device handlers. 

The device initialization routine tests for device availability. If 

the device is available, it initiates the operation. If it is unavail

able, the request is queued by the "IOSTK" routine. The initialization 

section of the handler also has an entry point which may be used by 

the interrupt routine to activate an "next I/O" operation for the de

vice, a mechanism which should become apparent after reviewing a 

supplied device handler. 

3.2.2 DEVICE INTERRUPT SERVICING 

The interrupt service routine is responsible for responding to the 

interrupts which a device generates while in progress. It is pointed 

to by two tables in RTOS: one oriented in hardware device code order 

in the interrupt processor 'INTP', called 'DISP' and one oriented in 

logical device code order, called 'HANTB'. If a hardware device has 

not been included as part of the hardware configuration its entry in 

the 'DISP' table is replaced by the address of a routine 'NODEV' which 

will clear the interrupting device and dismiss the interrupt. 

The interrupt processor when entered first checks whether the power 

monitor option caused the interrupt if it is part of the hardware con

figuration. If it was the power monitor, the power fail handler' .PWR' 
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is entered. If the power monitor did not cause the interrupt or is 

not part of the system, the processor will read in the device code 

of the interrupting device and branch through the correct entry in 

the dispatch table. 

Interrupt service is performed primarily by the system routine en

titled 'PRIOR' (called by JSR @.SERV), which rearranges the system 

interrupt priorities and saves the machine environment in the "PRIOR" 

parameter block. The first parameter in the 'PRIOR' call is the new 

priority interrupt mask to be used while the device is being serviced. 
If desireable, this parameter may be altered dynamically by user pro

grams, but extreme caution is urged. 

The program then issues suitable I/O instructions to input or output 

the next data item and test the status of the device being serviced. 

In the case of character orientated devices like the teletype, paper 

tape reader and punch, or plotter most of the necessary servicing 

routines are supplied within RTOS. 

3.2.3 DEVICE UNIT CONTROL BLOCK (DUCB) 

Every device, or more specifically, every unit of every device type 

in the system is defined by static and dynamic information contained 

in the Device Unit Control Block (DUCB). The DUCB table is contained 

as part of the relocatable device handler. 

A typical DUCB (in fact, the model on which other DUCB's are based) 1S 

that for the teletype, which appears as follows: 

.ITY0: 0 
0 
JMP 0,3 
0 

10 
0 

queue block address, 0 if inactive 

variable storage location 

subroutine return instruction 

address of get-store character 
routine 

device code for TTl 

data pointer 
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(DTEMP) 

(rx;SR) 

(DVCDE) 

(DDADR) 



~ data count (DCNT) 

~ ~ = queue available, 
1 = queue busy (DQBSY) 

~ ~ = ASCII mode, 1 = image mode (DOIDE) 

~ address of proper parity routine (DPRTI) 
.TTIO address of "next I/O" routine (DNIOR) 
TTO~ + 3 interrupt data block address (out-

put) (DIDBO) 
. TERM address of input terminator list (DTERM) 
ITI~ + 3 interrupt data block address (in-

put) (DIDB!) 

~ error return address (DERTN) 

~ device operating mode (~ - 2) (mODE) 

~ -1 = break disabled, else unit # (DBRK) 

Given at the right of the comments is a list of parameter names by 

which RTOS refers to these DUCB entries. These same names are made 

into equates and used in the device handlers. 

The first DUCB entry is set to zero when the device is inactive. 

Activating a device (via an . lOX meta-instruction) results in this entry 

being chained to the TCB of the TASK awaiting service. If a device is 

already busy when the .IOX request is made, the new TCB is merely chained 

to the list of TCBs waiting for the device. This operation is performed 

by the IOSTK routine (called by JSR @.STAK), and results in a structured 

equivalent to the pending TCB queue. 

The "subroutine return instruction" provides an "execute" facility in 

order for the device handlers to execute specific instructions (e.g., 

I/O commands) without destroying their re-entrant nature. The instruc

tion is merely stored preceding the return command and a JSR to the 

instruction is issued. As the DUCBs are unique to each device, handler 

re-entrancy is preserved. 

The next location of the DUCB is used to save the address of a get/store 

character/word routine. This address can be a fixed entry or it can be 

taken from the table '.BTAB' in RTOS by the initialization section of 
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the handler. This table has the following entries: 

.BTAB+l: SrnRP 
GrnRP 
STCHR 
GTCHR 

Store character (byte mode) 
Get character (byte mode) 
Store character (word mode) 
Get character (word mode) 

The fourth DUCB location contains the device code for the hardware 

device which the DUCB describes. The next two entries following this 

are for the data item pointer and data item count. These are either 

in byte or word format depending on the word format indicator (bit 2 

of the control word). 

The queue availability switch is set when a call to the device ini

tialization section of the handler is made. It is used by the routine 

'IOEND' which handles the end of I/O operation interrupt so that it 

does not change the unit availability switch while the initialization 

routine is testing it. It is reset before the operation is initiated 

if the device is available or after the request is stacked in the pend

ing queue for that device. 

The mode indicator has the same meaning as bit 3 of the device control 

word. The address of the parity routine is taken from a table of 

parity checking generating subroutine addresses starting at '.PTAB+l'. 

The address to be taken from this table is dependent on whether the 

operation is input or output and the value of the ASCII parity bits. 

The table has eight entries as follows: 

BIT7 
BIT7 
TEVEN 
GEVEN 
TODD 
GODD 
BIT7 
GIN8 

;Mask to 7 bits (input) 
;Mask to 7 bits (output) 
;Test even parity 
;Generate even parity 
;Test odd parity 
;Generate odd parity 
;Mask to 7 bits (input) 
;Set channel 8 to one (output) 

The next I/O routine address is stored in the twelfth entry of the 

DUCB table. It serves as the entry point for starting the next pending 

I/O operations for the device. Entries 13 and 15 provide the addresses 

of the output and input interrupt data blocks respectively. These data 

blocks are usually the part of the 'PRIOR' parameter block that contains 
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the machine status before it was interrupted. 

The fourteenth entry of the DUCB provides the address of a list of 

terminator characters that will terminate ASCII input. This list must 

be terminated by a -1. The list used can be set up by the user. The 

current version of RTOS has a list of ASCII terminator characters 

starting at '.TERM' as follows: 

. TERM: 177 
15 
12 
33 

3 
-1 

;Rub out, delimiter 
;Carriage return, control M 
;Line feed 
; Escape 
;End of text, end of message, control C 

The error return address is taken directly from the .IOX calling se

quence if the device can generate an error condition. The operating 

mode is usually fixed at the time of handler design. For example the 

card reader can only operate in input mode and so this parameter would 

be 0 while it would be a 1 for the high speed paper tape punch to 

indicate output mode. The teletype can have an echo on input, input 

only, or output only mode and so this parameter is a variable in the 

case of the teletype. 

It should be noted that the final entry in the DUCB shown above is 

necessary only for the teletype (the .BRK facility) and will normally 

not be used for other device handlers. It should also be clear that 

some of the DUCB entries are not required for some devices types (e.g., 

output only devices do not require an input interrupt data block ad

dress or input terminator list, devices with no error return conditions 

require no error return address, etc.). Unused entry locations may be 

used for storage of constants or handler variables. 

3.2.4 DEVICE OPERATION COMPLETE ROUTINE 

It is important to be aware of the fact that when termination of an .IOX 

operation causes a device to become free, another request may be waiting 

to be activated. In order to properly handle the complexity of inter

acting interrupt levels at this point a "pseudo-TASK" (with priority 
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level 0) is created by RTOS to initiate the next operation request. 

This "pseudo-TASK" requires a TCB like any other TASK, and thus must 

have been provided for when the 'JOBS' parameter was set during RIOS 

system generation. A TCB must be provided for each interrupting hard

ware device including the teletype and real time clock. Failure to 

provide sufficient TCB storage will cause a HALT at location 'QSPOP+4' 

or a branch to a user program at '.SHLT' depending on the value of 

'SHALT' . 

3.3 RIOS DEVICE SERVING PROGRAMS 

Many of the subroutines within RTOS necessary for servIcIng the tele

type have been written re-entrantly. The reason for this is that at 

least the console teletype is assumed to be present in most systems 

and its handler, if developed in a general-purpose and flexible 

enough manner, will provide major services for almost all other de

vice handlers that are included or may be developed for system hard

ware devices. A brief description of the four most common routines 

appears in the following sections. 

3.3.1 DEVICE CONTROL BLOCK SETUP (.DUCB) 

TIlis subroutine is entered with AC3 containing the address of the con

trol block for the device being initiated and the device control word 

is contained in AC0. The routine sets the ASCII/image mode and opera

ting mode indicators, claculates and saves the addresses for the get/ 

store character and parity generating/checking routines, and obtains 

the data item pointer and count from the .IOX calling sequence. 

After the DUCB is initialized, the first I/O operation is initiated. 

If the operation is an input, the routine obtains the device code from 

the DUCB and by using the temporary storage and return provided in the 

devices DUCB, it executes an NIOS to start the device. If output is 

requested another subroutine 'OUT' will be called to get the character, 

generate the correct parity, and output the first character to the de

vice. It should be noted that since this routine was developed for 

the teletype which only has the device code of the keyboard in the DUCB, 
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any other device handler trying to use '.DUCB' for initiating output 

operations must supply a device code one less than its true code. 

3. 3. 2 INPUT HANDLER (. CHIN) 

This re-entrant routine is used to handle input interrupts on the 

teletype and similar byte oriented devices. It is entered with the 

previous machine status saved and the new character as it came from 

the device in AC0. 

The routine first checks whether the device is being run in ASCII or 

image mode. If it is in ASCII mode, a check is made to see whether a 

null character has been entered in which case it is ignored. A parity 

check is then performed and if not correct the error return is taken. 

If correct parity is found, the routine then checks whether a match 

between the list of terminator characters and the input character (now 

masked to 7 bits) is present. If it is the input operation is complete 

and if not, the character is stored in the input buffer, and another 

request made if the data count has not gone to zero. 

3. 3 . 3 OUTPUT HANDLER (. OIOT) 

This re-entrant routine is entered with AC2 containing the address of 

the device unit control block and is used to handle output interrupts 

on the teletype and similar character oriented devices. 

The data count is checked upon entry to this routine. If it has gone 

to zero, the output operation has been completed and the end of output 

completion section 'IOEND' is entered. If data remains to be output, 

the next character is obtained and the output device started using 

the routine 'OUT'. The interrupt is then dismissed with the routine 

'DISIN' . 

3.3.4 INPUT /OUTPUT REQUEST SETUP (. TTIO) 

This routine, used by the teletype . lOX handler and referred to as the 
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"next I/O" routine, is entered when it is determined that the requested 

device is now available for the next I/O request. It sets the I/O 

queue indicator of the DUCB to the available status, restores AC2 to 

the address to point to .IOX + 1 and stores the error return address 

in the DUCB. 

3.3.5 MACHINE STATUS SAVE ROUTINE (PRIOR) 

'PRIOR' is a module within the RTOS system that an interrupt connected 

routine calls to save the environment of the TASK that was interrupted. 

It also provides a mechanism whereby an interrupt servicing routine may 

operate at the priority of the hardware device. 

The calling sequence is shown below and shows that 'PRIOR' stores the 

environment of the interrupted routine in the storage block just fol

lowing the JSR, to the "PRIOR" subroutine. An entry point '.SERV' 

in the RTOS program IS provided for use by the device handlers. 

JSR PRIOR 
NMASK 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
DUCB 

New hardware priority word 
Old priority word storage 
Carry storage 
AC~ storage 
ACI storage 
AC2 storage 
AC3 storage 
Program counter storage 
Address of device control block 

The subroutine 'PRIOR' is entered with AC2 and AC3 having been pre

viously saved in locations 'SAC2' and 'SAC3', respectively, by the 

interrupt processor 'INTP'. 

3.3.6 MACHINE STATUS RESTORE ROUTINE (.DISN) 

The RTOS executive routine I .DISN' provides an interrupt servIce routine 

with the means to perform the following functions: 

i) restore the operating environment of the interrupted 
routine, 
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ii) restore the hardware interrupt priority, and, 

iii) return to the interrupted routine. 

It is entered with AC2 containing the address of the interrupt data 

block. The interrupt data block address is taken as the address of 

where the carry bit is stored, i.e., three locations past the JSR 
PRIOR. 

3.3.7 INPUT/OUTPUT REQUEST STACKER (IOSTK) 

This system routine is called when the I/O request must be queued for 

the device because a previous task is already using the device. An 

entry point '.STAK' within the RIOS program is provided for use by the 

device handlers. 

3.3.8 END OF I/O OPERATION ROUTlNE(.IOEND) 

This routine is used to handle the end of I/O operations for a device 

handler at either the interrupt or system level. When entered on the 

interrupt level, the address of the interrupt data block will be ln 

AC0. At the non-interrupt level, AC0 will contain a zero. 

Upon entry, if it is found that the DUCB is not available, this routine 

will create a job at priority zero to perform the end of I/O operation 

at the non-interrupt level. 

If while in the .IOEND routine, it is determined that another request is 

pending, the routine will create a job of priority zero to start the 

next I/O operation on the device. 
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GIAPTER 4 

SYSTEM INITIALIZATION 

The initialization program 'RTIN' is used to initialize stacks and 

clear switches in the RTOS system. The first section of the routine 

zeros system switches and sets all the device handlers to the avail

able state. The system is initially set to a priority of zero, the 

hardware mask is made zero, the system is set in USER MODE, the real 

time clock is set inactive, the clock queue and the TCB queue pointers 

are both set to zero. 

All the .XMIT/.RCV channel status table entries are made inactive by 

setting them all to zero. The task control block and clock queue 

stacks are initialized by linking each block together m a fonn simI

lar to that described in section 2.1.2 for pending TASK. The break 

request is set inactive by setting the break character '.BCI~' to -1. 

The last operations performed by the initialization program arc to do 

an IORST, enable the interrupt facility by the INTEN instruction, and 

to jwnp to the start of a user TASK which must be given a label 'STARr' 

which is declared as an entry point in the user program. 

The queue availability switch of each device handler Inust 1e zeroed 

by the initialization program. The address of this location (the 

first in the device's DUCB table) is available to the initialization 

program by means of a second entry point in the handler and usually 

defined using the first four characters of t]le handler interrupt entry 

point followed by a digit "1". 
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APPENDIX A 

SYSTEM GENERATION 

System generation allows the user of the Real Time Operating System 

to define the characteristics of his operating envirorunent (the num

be of .XMIT/.RCV channels, I/O devices on the system, speed of the 
real time clock, etc.). 

The input to an RTOS system generation is the set of relocatable 
source and binary paper tapes of RTOS, the initialization program 
(RTIN), and handlers for standard I/O devices. When source tapes 

are ordered in the customer software package, the user can easily 

change the hardware configuration parameters, the operating system 
specifications, and add or modify device handlers. 

The RTOS system supplied supports a hardware configuration consisting 

of at least 4K core memory, the real time clock, the high speed paper 

tape reader and punch, and the console teletype. The operating sys
tem allows sixteen user TASKS, and eight .XMIT/.RCV communication 

channels. The real time clock is set to operate at 100 Hertz. 

A.l RTOS PARAMETER TAPE 

The parameter tape provides a definition of all system variables that 

must be set by the user to tailor RTOS to his installation. The 

system/device definitions provided on this tape are described in section 

D.Z. 

Unless the user is adding new device handlers not provided for in the 

released RTOS system or is changing the standard logical device numbers 

of the system, the parameter tape is the only tape that must be 

modified by the user. A reassembly of RTOS and the initialization 
program using the new parameter tape is required to tailor the operating 

system to the user's envirorunent. 
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A listing of the RTOS Parameter Tape is provided with the supplied 

program package. Note that all symbols have been declared using the 

.DUSR pseudo-op. They will therefore not appear in the assembly's 

symbol table output. Further, loading of the parameter tape can be 

skipped on pass 2 or saved permanently as part of the assembler. 

Most of the system definition parameters described in section D.2 

must be set to a value of ~ or I depending on whether the device or 

option is present or not on the system. Other parameters can take on 

values greater than I and will now be described in more detail than 
appears in D. 2. 

CHAN 

FREQ 

JOBS 

SHALT 

TTYS 

Number of .XMIT/.RCV channels on the system. 
It should be given a value greater than zero. 
each channel that is defined, an entry is made 
of the channel message and status tables. 

Real time clock frequency. 

o ~ AC line frequency 
1 10 Hertz 
2 ~ 100 Hertz 
3 = 1,000 Hertz 

For 
in each 

Maximum number of parallel TASKS allowed in the system. 
This must be set to the total number of user TASKS and 
hardware devices tied to the interrupt facility. 

System Resources Depleted Parameter 
A "0" implies the system should HALT if enough TASK 
control blocks were not defined because the value of 
'JOBS' was too small. 
A "1" implies the system should branch to a user supplied 
program with an entry point called '.SHLT' if the above 
condition occurs. 

Number of teletypes in the system. 
It is assumed that all Nova computer systems will have 
at least a console teletype and so this value should be 
set to at least "1". 
If additional teletypes are added to the system this 
value should be increased and the user must remember to 
set up the DUCB tables and entry points in the logical 
device number and interrupt entry point tables. 
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A. 2 PROGRAM ASSEMBLY 

Once the user has obtained a new parameter tape, he can then proceed 

to assemble the Real Time Operating System and the initialization 

program 'RTIN'. Each of these programs requires that the parameter 

tape be the first tape in the assembly. 

These programs should be assembled using either Extended Assembler 

(091-000017) or the DOS Assembler (088-000001). 

If the user desires to assemble the RTOS system absolutely using the 

absolute assembler (091-000002), the code for relocation, interpro

gram communication, and conditional assembly must be removed. Loca

tion statements must be inserted into RTOS, the initialization, and 

the device handler programs to provide starting addresses. An equate 

table must be made for interprogram communication. 

A.3 SYSTEM LOADING 

After generating relocatable binary tapes for all RTOS system and user 

programs, the user is ready to load his system. The Extended Reloca

table Loader (091-000038) is first loaded by the standard binary loader 

and is then used to load the relocatable binary tapes. For operating 

instructions the Relocatab1e Loader ~bnual (093-000039) should be re

ferenced. 

The starting address of the user TASKs must be labelled 'START' and 

declared as an entry point (.ENT). 

A.4 SYSTEM STARTIJP 

The system should be started at location 'INIT' after loading all the user 

TASKs, RTOS system programs and required device handlers. The initializa

tion program when completed branches to the start of the user TASKs at 

'START' . 
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APPENDIX B 

WRITING A DEVICE HANDLER 

The purpose of this appendix is to outline a step by step procedure 

for adding a new device handler to the Real Time Operating System. 

The I/O calling sequence, the device handler implementation, and the 

subroutine entry points within RTOS that can be used have all been 

described in Chapter 3: Device Handler Implementation. 

For the purpose of illustration, we shall call the device entry 

point .DEV and its definition parameter will be DEVICE. The label 

DEVICE will be edited into the RTOS parameter tape and given a value 

of "1" to tell the system that this device is to be included in the 

system. 

To clarify what is said in the following sections, the user planning 

to implement his own device handler should review some of the supplied 

handler listings. 

B.l Entry Point Definition 

The device handler entry point must be defined in two tables within 

the RTOS system. The first table 'HANTB' is a list of entry points 

oriented in logical device code order. The supplied system has defined 

logical unit numbers for most of the standard I/O devices that can be 

supplied with a Nova computer. (See section 3.1.1: LOGICAL DEVICE 

NUMBER). This table could be expanded by adding the new device handler 

entry point at the end of the table or modified by changing one of the 

present device assignments to the new device. 

To include the new device as logical device number ten at the end of 

the present list, the code 

.IFE OCa.1 

.IOBAD 

.ENDC 
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.IFN DEVICE 

.EXTN .DEV 

.DEV 

.ENDC 

should be added to the existing table. It must precede the label 

'HANTE' which is used to point to the end of the handler table. 

To include the new device as logical device number four instead of 
the incremental plotter, the code 

.IFN PLaI' 

.EXTN .PLT 

.PLT ;DEVICE 4 

.ENDC 

.IFE PWf 
should be changed to read 

.IFN DEVICE 

.EXTN .DEV 

.DEV ;DEVICE 4 

.ENDC 

.IFE DEVICE 

The second table which must be supplied with the interrupt servIcIng 

routine entry point is the interrupt dispatch table 'INTP'. The 

entry in this table must correspond to the device code assigned to 

the hardware device. If the device code was 30(8), the code that must 

be added to the end of the table after 

is as follows: 

.IFN DC(lv1 

. EXTN . DCa.1 

.DCa.1 

.ENDC 

.IFE DC(lv1 
NODEV 
.ENDC 

NODEV 
NODEV 
NODEV 

.IFN DEVICE 

.DEV 

.ENDC 
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B.2 INITIALIZATION 

Initial entry to the device handler is provided through the .IOX 

meta-instruction. The portion of RTOS that processes the .IOX call 

creates a TASK control block, checks that the device number is within 

the allowed range and is defined on the system, checks that the word 

count is greater than or equal to zero, and then branches to the 

initialization section of the device handler. If during the .IOX call 

processing, the count is found negative, the .IOX call is set up to 

take the error return with AC3 = -2. If it was not a legal device 
number, the error return is made with AC3 = 0. 

The entry to the initialization section is provided by putting its 

address immediately preceding the interrupt entry point. The .IOX 

servicing program loads AC3 with the interrupt entry point address 

'.DEV' from the 'HANTB' table and does a JMP @-1,3 to enter the initial

ization section of the handler. 

Upon entering the initialization program, all system status information 

has been saved in a TASK control block whose address is contained in 

AC2. Accumulator zero contains the device control word from the .IOX 

calling sequence. The program must now check whether the device is 

available to service the new request or the request must be stacked to 

await completion of previous requests. 

To insure that the DUCB is not modified by the interrupt servicing sec

tion of the device handler while it is being accessed from the initial

ization section of the handler, the eighth entry ('DQBSY') of the 

DUCB is set non-zero to indicate the queue is busy. The check is then 
, 

made by loading the first entry of the DUCB. A zero value means the 

device is inactive and the desired I/O request can be initiated imme

diately. A non-zero value means the request must be put into the stack 

of TASKS awaiting to perfonn I/O on the called device. The TASK can 

be put in the stack by the 'IOSTK' routine which may be entered by a 

jump indirect through a page zero variable called' .STAK' a.'1d d~filled 

as an entry point in the RTOS program. 
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If the device is available to service the request, the initialization 

program then branches to the "next I/O" section of the handler. 

B.3 NEXT I/O REQUEST SERVICING 

This section of the handler is used to complete the DUCB setup for the 

I/O request once the device is available. It is entered directly from 

the initialization section of the handler if the device was available 

at the time of the .IOX call or from the interrupt servicing section 

if the previous request was completed. The address of this routine is 

the eleventh entry of the DUCB table and is also used by the 'IOEND' 

routine of RTOS when the end of the previous I/O operation is being 

completed and additional requests are stacked for the device. 

The next I/O routine must be entered with the accumulators setup as 

follows: 

AC0 device control word (2nd .IOX parameter) 
ACI = 0 
AC2 = address of the task control block 
AC3 = address of the device unit control block (DUCB) 

This occurs automatically when the end of I/O operation of RTOS is per

formed and must be the case when entering from the initialization sec

tion. 

The routine should first save the TCB address as the first entry in the 

DUCB and zero the I/O queue availability switch in the DUCB. It must 

set up the data pointer, data count, and error return storage locations 

within the DUCB from the .IOX call parameters. The device control word 

is used to initialize the device operating mode switcll, the address of 

the get/store character routine, the address of the proper parity 

routine, and the character mode indicator. 

The device operating mode switch (parameter 'DMODE') and the character 

mode indicator (parameter 'DCMDE') can be set directly from the control 

word, their values being 0,1,2 or 0,1 respectively. The address of the 

get/store character routine can be obtained from the table '.BTAE' in 
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HIGH SPEED PAPER TAPE READER CONI'ROL WORD 

~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l~ 11 12 13 14 15 

~t I I I~~I 

Parity Bits 
~~ - Mask to 7 bits, ig nore parity 
01 - Check even parity 
10 - Check odd parity 
11 - Mask to 7 bits, i gnore parity 

0 - ASCII Mode 
1 - Image Mode 

o - Character Format 
1 - Word Format 

Unused 
(Input only operation available) 

NORMAL RETURN CONDITIONS 

AC3 = -1 

AC3 = n 

Data count went to zero 

Input of character "n", either a null or from the 
list of terminators, caused termination of input. 

ERROR RETURN CONDIT IONS 

AC3 = 0 
AC3 = -1 

AC3 = -2 

Illegal deviceuni t number In . lOX calling sequence 

Parity error on input 

Negative word count in . lOX calling sequence 
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HIGH SPEED PAPER TAPE PUND-f CONTROL WORD 

~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l~ 11 12 13 14 15 ,. I J I~~~I 

Parity Bits (Ignored in I mage Mode) 
~~ - Channel 8 Zero 
~l - Generate Even Pari 
l~ - Generate Odd Parit 
11 - Channel 8 One 

~ - ASCII Mode 
1 - Image Mode 

~ - Character Format 
1 - Word Fonnat 

Unused 

ty 
y 

(Output is only operation available) 

NORMAL RETURN CONDITIONS 

AC3 ::: ~ 

AC3 :;: 1 

Data output was tenninated by a null character 

Data count went to zero 

ERROR RETURN CONDITIONS 

AC3:;: ~ 

AC3 :;: -2 

Illegal device unit number in .IOX calling sequence 

Negative word count in . lOX calling sequence 
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RTOS and stored as the 'DGSR' parameter in the DUCB. The correct en

try is determined by examining the input/output mode and the data 

format switches of the control word. The address of the parity rou

tine can be obtained from the table '.PTAB' in RTOS and stored as the 

'DPRTY' parameter in the DUCB. The correct entry is determined by 

checking the input/output mode switch and the ASCII parity bits of 

the control word. 

After the DUCB has been completely initialized, the routine should 

initiate the first I/O operation. If the device is operating in the 

input mode, this need only be an NIOS instruction to start the device. 

If output mode is used, the routine should get the first word or char

acter and transmit it to the device. After starting the device in 

either input or output mode, the program should return to the TASK 

scheduler by the .QUIT meta-instruction. 

If the handler is being developed for a teletype-like device (byte 

oriented), many of the routines written into RTOS can be used. This 

is the case for the high speed paper tape reader/punch and the plot

ter handlers. Routines that are commonly used and have been written 

re-entrantly like' . DUCB , and '.TTIO' have been described in sections 

3.3.1 and 3.3.4 respectively. 

B.4 INTERRUPT SERVICING 

The interrupt servicing section of the device handler is entered di

rectly from RTOS when it responds to the hardware interrupt. It per

forms the entry via an indirect jump through the interrupt dispatch 

table 'DISP' by getting the device code from the interrupting device 

through an interrupt acknowledge command 'INTA' and adding this num

ber to the address 'DISP'. 

Standard practice in handler development is to branch to the subrou

tine 'PRIOR' as the first operation in the servicing program. This 

can be performed by an indirect jump through the page zero entry point 
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'.SERV' and is used to rearrange the hardware priorities, save the 

system status, and enable the interrupt facility again. The return 

from this subroutine is to l~ locations past the JSR with AC2 con

taining the address of the device unit control block. For a detailed 

description of tile subroutine 'PRIOR', see section 3.3.5. 

If it was an input operation, the routine must read the character/word 

from the device, perform proper parity checking, save it in the input 

buffer, and test if more input is required and restart the device if 

necessary. If the operation was performing output, the routine must 

test if further characters/words are to be sent to the device and if 

so, initiate the next output operation. 

If another I/O operation must be performed, the interrupt should be 

dismissed after the operation is initiated. This can be done by en

tering the '.DISN' routine of RTOS with AC2 pointing to the interrupt 

data block. This address is stored in the 'DIDBO' parameter of the 

DUCB for an output device and in the 'DIDBI' parameter for an input 

device. The' .DISN' routine will restore the hardware priorities and 

machine status to that found previous to the occurrence of the in

terrupt. 

To initiate another I/O operation on a byte-oriented device like the 

teletype special re-entrant routines have been supplied in the RTOS 

program. These routines' . CHar , and '.CHIN' can be used to initiate 

the next output or input operation respectively, in a manner similar 

to the supplied high speed paper tape punch and reader handlers. 

If the device is not byte-oriented or cannot be handled like a tele

type, the user writing the handler must provide the necessary code to 

start the next I/O operation. This may have been written for the 

"next I/O" servicing section or may have to be supplied for the in

terrupt "next I/O" request. 

For an output operation, the next I/O portion must test if further out

put is required and if it is not, enter an end of output operation 
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phase. This routine IS supplied in RTOS with the entry point being 

defined as '.GlRO'. If further output is required, the routine must 

use the get character/word subroutine, whose address has been entered 

in the DUCB as the 'DGSR' parameter, to get the next data item, to 

send it out to the device, tmd to dismiss the inte rrupt v ia the '. DI SN' 

routine. 

For an input operation, the next I/O routine must check the parity of 

the newly entered data item if operating in the character mode and 

then to store the data into the input data buffer via the routine whose 

address is the 'DGSR' parameter of the DUCB. The routine must then 

test if further input is required and if it is not, cntcr an end of In

put operation phase. A routine for this purpose 1S supplied in RTOS 

with an entry point defined as '.CIIRI'. If additional input data is 

required, the device should be reactivated and the interrupt dismissed 

via the RTOS routine starting at entry point '.DISN'. 
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APPENDIX C 

PERIPHERAL SUPPORT SU1+1ARY 

This appendix contains a summary sheet for each of the standard device 

handlers. The sheet gives the format taken by the device control word 

in the .IOX calling sequence. It also provi~es a summary of the pos
sible normal and error returns from the handler and the meaning that 
AC3 takes in these cases. 

Additional sheets for other device handlers will be added to this 
appendix as the handlers are made available. Handers currently avail
able include: 

Teletype C-2 
High speed paper tape reader C-3 
High speed paper tape punch C-4 
Incremental plotter C-5 
Card reader C-6 
Line printer C-7 
Analog to digital converter C-8 
Multiple teletype system C-9 
Fixed head disk C-IO 
Magnetic tape C-II 
Moving head disk C-13 
IBM 360/370 interface C-14 
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TELETYPE DEVI CE CONTROL WORD 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l~ 11 12 13 14 15 

I I I I I I I~I TTY UNIT NUMBER I 
L Unused 

Parity Bits (Ignored in mage mode) 1. 
Input Mode 
~~ - Mask to 7 bits, i 
~l - Test even parity 
l~ - Test odd parity 
11 - Mask to 7 bits, i 

Output Mode 
00 - Set channel 8 to 
~l - Generate even par 
l~ - Generate odd pari 
11 - Set channel 8 to 

~ - ASCII Mode 
1 - Image Mode 

~ - Character Format 
1 - Word Format 

~ - Echo on Input 
1 - Suppress Echo on 

- In ut ~ P 
1 - Output 

gnore parity 

gnore parity 

zero 
ity 
ty 
one 

input 

NORMAL RETURN COND IT IONS 

AC3 = -1 

AC3 = n 

AC3 = ~ 

Data count went to zero 

Input of character "n", either a null or from the list 
of terminators, caused termination of input 

Data output was terminated by a null character 

ERROR RETURN CONDITIONS 

AC3 = n Input of character "n" caused termination of the output 

AC3 = ~ Illegal device unit number in .IOX calling sequence 

AC3 -1 Parity error on input 

AC3 -2 Negative word count, 1.n . lOX calling sequence 

AC3 -3 Teletype unit number error in .IOX calling sequence. 
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PWfTER CONfROL WORD 

~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

I 1,I1//h I r~W#$~~#$~#lJ1 

L--___ Unused 
(6 Bit instruction assumed) 

L--_____ 0 - Character Fonnat 
1 - Word Fonnat 

t--_______ Unused 
(Output is only operation available) 

NORMAL RETURN CONDITIONS 

AC3 = 0 
AC3 = -1 

Data output was tenninated by a null character 

Data count went to zero 

ERROR RETURN CONDITIONS 

AC3 = 0 
AC3 = -2 

Illegal device unit number in .IOX calling sequence 

Negative word count in .IOX calling sequence. 
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CARD READER CONfROL WORD 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 IS 

1W&1 I I I 

Unused 

0 - ASCII Mode 
1 - Card Image Mode (Word Format only) 

o - Character Format 
1 - Word F onna t 

Unused 
(Input IS only operation available) 

NORMAL RETURN CONDITIONS 

AC3 = -1 Card read correctly 

ERROR RETURN CONDITIONS 

AC3 = 0 Illegal device unit number In .IOX calling sequence 

AC3 -1 Card reader is not available (not on line) 

AC3 -2 Negative word count in .IOX calling sequence 

AC3 1 A card has failed to move properly through the reader 
or an error has been detected in the circuitry. 

AC3 2 A card was not brought in from the hopper 

AC3 4 The card hopper is empty or the stacker is full. 
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LINE PRINTER CONTROL WORD 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

I%~I I~~~~~I 

1.--____ Unused 
(7 Bit ASCII Assumed) 

L--______ 0 - Character Format 
1 - Word Format 

L-________ Unused 
(Output is only operation available) 

NORMAL RETURN CONDITIONS 

AC3 o 
AC3 = -1 

Data output was terminated by a null character 

Data count went to zero 

ERROR RETURN CONDITIONS 

AC3 o 
AC3 = -1 

AC3 = -2 

Illegal device unit number in . IOX calling sequence 

Line printer not available (not on line, power off 
or out of paper) 

Negative word count in .IOX calling sequence 
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ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER CONfROL WORD 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

I 

'---- ADCV channel address 
L--_________ Unused 

NORMAL RETURN CONDITIONS 

AC3 = -1 Data count went to zero 

ERROR RETURN CONDITIONS 

AC3 = 0 
AC3 = -2 

Illegal device unit number in .10X calling sequence 

Negative word count in .10X calling sequence. 
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MULTIPLE TELETYPE SYSfEM 

Provided with RTOS is a handler for two additional teletypes. These 

are included in the program if at assembly time the parameter tape 

specifies that TTYS is greater than one. Only a device unit control 

block and the interrupt servicing logic for the teletype input and 
output are necessary to implement an additional teletype under RTOS. 

The two teletypes referred to as TTY Unit Numbers 1 and 2 are imple
mented in the .MTTY handler service device codes 50,51 and 40,41 
respectively. 

To implement other teletypes on the system, tape six of RTOS would 
need to be modified so the necessary entries are made in the interrupt 

and the teletype unit dispatch tables .. , 

The control word for the additional teletypes has exactly the same 

format as ,for the console teletype described on page C-2. 
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4019 FIXED HEAD DISK aNTIDL WORD 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1~ 11 12 13 14 15 

Nurrber of sectors to be read/written 
(~ = One Sector) 

L--___________ Input/Output M:rle 

¢ = Disk read 
1 = Disk write 

DATA I'IEM POINTER 

Ini tial core address for disk transfer 

STARTING DISK ADDRESS 

0' 1 2 345 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

I~I I I 
L Sector number 

-- Track n1.llTber 

'-------------- Disk number 

NORMAL RETURN" CXl'IDITION 

AC3 = -1 All sectors transferred successfully 

ERroR RErum CXl'IDITICNS 

~ AC3 = 
AC3 
AC3 
AC3 
AC3 
AC3 

= -2 
= -3 
= -4 
= -5 
= -6 

Illegal device unit nurrber in .IOX calling sequence 
Illegal disk address 
Attempt to write a protected sector 
Data channel failed to respond in tine 
Disk selected is not connected to bus 
Read error 
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7 OR 9 'l"RACK MACNm'IC TAPE CCNl'ROL WORD 

~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

'---- Comnand 
t;J00 - Fead 
001 - ReNind 
010 - Illegal 
rnl - Space forward 
100 - Space reverse 
101 - Write 
110 - Write end of file 
111 - Erase 

~-----------Parity 

DATA ITEM POINI'ER 

~ - Odd 
1 - Even 

Initial core address for magnetic tape transfer (READ or WRITE only) 

DATA ITEM mONT 

For READ or WRITE comnands, data item count is word count for transfer. 

For WRITE comnand, the data item count IlUlSt not be less than 2 nor greater 
than 4096. 

For READ conmand, giving a zero word count ensures that the entire record will 
be read. 

For space forward or space reverse cam1aI1ds, the word count equals the num
ber of records to be spaced. 

For space forward comnand, the control spaces forward over the given num
ber of records unless it encounters a file mark or end of tape. To space 
a file, given a zero word count. 

For space reverse conmand, the control spaces in the reverse direction 
over the given nurrber of records unless it encounters a file mark or 
the loadFOint. To space a file, give a zero word count. 

For erase conmand, the word count e:JUals the nurrber of 2.5 inch sections of 
tape that should be erased. 

NORMAL RE'I'UR'1 cnIDITIOOS 

AC3 = n 

AC3 = -1 

Size of record read if it differs from the size specified 
in the • IOX call. 
Comnand executed successfully 
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7 OR 9 TRACK MA.CM:l'IC TAPE OONTIDL IDID (Continued) 

ERroR RE'I'Um OONDITICNS 

AllConrnands 

AC3 = ~ 
AC3 = -1 
AC3 = -2 

AC3 = -3 
AC3 = -4 
AC3 = -6 
AC3 = -7 
AC3 = -8 
AC3 = -9 
AC3 = -10 

Illegal logical device nurrber in • lOX calling sequence 
Illegal c:nrrmand UJl0) 
Negative word oount in .IOX calling s~ce or word 
less than 2 or greater than 4096 for a write 
Transport unit nUIIber error in • lOX calling sequence 
Selected transport is not in the ready condition 
Bad tape error 
Parity error 
Data late 
Odd nUIIber of dlaracters detected 
End of tape status 

Wri te Conrnand/Wri te EOF 

AC3 = -11 Transport is write locked 

Write End of File Command 

AC3 = -12 End of file oondi tion not set 

Read Coomand 

AC3 = -13 End of file encountered in read operation 

Space Forward/Space Backward 

AC3 = -14 End of file (EOF) enoountered while spacing 
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MmNG HEAD DISC (PACK AND CARI'RIDGE DRIVES) mm.roL mRD 

~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

I I ~I j 

'-Sector Count <two's 
C01Tplement) 

1--_____________ Disk unit nurrber 

L..-. ____________ ----- Function 

DATA ITEM POINTER 

Ini tial . core address for disk transfer 

STARTING DISK~RESS 

110 - Read 
(H - Write 
10 - Seek 
11 - Recalibrate 

The starting·· disk address is equal to the sector nurrber. 

NORMAL RETtJm CXNDITION 

AC3 = -1 All sectors transferred successfully 

ERroR RE'I'lJm CCNDITICNS 

AC3 = 0 Illegal device unit nurrber in • lOX calling sequence 
AC3 = -1 Illegal disk unit nurrber 
AC3 = -2 Illegal disk address for this oontroller 
AC3 = -3 Disk unit is not ready 
AC3 = -4 Address error or unsafe 
AC3 = -5 Check word error 
AC3 = -6 Data late error 
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4025 IBM SYSTEM 360/370 INTERFACE CDNI'ROL IDRD 

~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l~ 11 12 13 14 15 

IIII~I I 

"- IBM device address 

'------.,....----First byte position 
o = left 
1 = right 

1------------ Data fonnat 
o :: tmpacked 
1 = packed 

'------------ Input/OUtput M::xle 
00 - Data transfer to SYS. 360/370 
01 - Status transfer 
10 - Data transfer from SYS. 360/370 
11 - Corrmand table search 

DATA ITEM POINTER 

Initial core address for data transfer 

DATA ITEM COUNT 

Number of bytes to be transferred 

NORMAL RETURN CCNDITla:;JS 

AC3 = 
AC3 = 
AC3 = 
AC3 = 

-1 
0 
n 

377 

Operation completed successfully 
No conmands or test I/O's 
Legal comnand 
Corrmand received with parity error 

ERROR RETURN CCNDITIONS 

AC3 = 0 
AC3 = -1 
AC3 = -2 
AC3 = -3 
AC3 = -4 
AC3 = -5 
AC3 = -6 
AC3 = -7 
AC3 = -8 
lC3 = -9 

Illegal logical device number in .IOX call 
4025 interface is off-line 
Negative byte COtmt in • lOX call 
Channel device error in • lOX call 
Channel off-line 
Halt I/O given on device 
Apparent hardvmre fault 
4025 interface is not available 
Data parity error 
Attempt operation again 
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PR)GRAM WADING 

When using the RI'OS 4025 handler, it must be rerrembered that two tables 
(Conrnand and Status) are 256 words in length and must be located on a 
nodular 256 word boundary. These tables are the first path of the RI'OS 
ini tialization program (RI'IN), so the user must ensure that the 
relocatable binaIY for RI'IN is on a nodular 256 word boundary. 

For a conplete description on using the 4025 interface, please consult the 
following DGC publication: 

Technical Reference 
4025 IBM System 360/370 Interface 

014-000001-01 
April 1972 
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APPENDIX D 

RTOS VARIABLE DEFINITIONS 

The Real Time Operating System has a set of reserved words con

sisting of the eight meta-instructions (.IOX, .WAIT, etc.), the 

system definition parameters (JOBS, TTYS, TAPE, etc.), the de

vice handler names (.PTR, .DSK, etc.), and the entry points de

fined in RTOS (.JOB., .STAK, etc.) and the initialization program 

(START). These reserved words cannot be used as variable names 

in user programs except as their usage pertains to RTOS. The 

meaning and usage of these variables is defined below. 

D.I RTOS META-INSTRUCTIONS 

.BRK is a meta-instruction (to be used as a special purpose 
command) which allows input of a specified ASCII char
acter to interrupt the normal operation of RTOS . 

. FORK is the RTOS meta-instruction for the creation of par
allel processes (i.e., additional TASKS) . 

. lOX is the meta-instruction that handles standard I/O 
operations within RTOS, initiating an activity on the 
specified I/O device . 

. PTY is the meta-instruction to alter the priority of the 
current TASK, within the range 0-25510 (~ being the 
highest) . 

. QUIT 1S the RTOS call to terminate a TASK . 

. RCV is the second half of the meta-instruction pair for TASK 
synchronization and communication. It enables the recep
tion of a "synchronization signal" sent by an .XMIT in
struction over a specified channel . 

. WAIT is the meta-instruction used to delay the execution of 
the current TASK for a specified time interval . 

. XMIT is the first half of a complementary pair of meta-instruc
tions provided for TASK synchronization and inter-TASK 
communication. It causes transmission of a "synchroniza
tion" signal over a specified channel. 
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D.2 RIDS SYSTEM DEFINITION PARAMETERS 

'Ihese paraneters are all defined on the system parameter tape that is 
tailored to each installation and is used when assenbling the RroS 
mainline and initialization program:;. 

NAME VALUE PLACES DESCRIPTIONS 
USED 

A2D ~ or 1 RrOS Analog to digital converter definition. 
Rl'IN 

CARD f1 or 1 Rl'OS Card reader definition. 
RI'IN 

+ ve Rl'OS Nmber of • XMIT/.lOT channels in the 
RI'IN system. 

DCDM f1 or 1 Rl'OS Data coomun.ications multiplexer defi-
RI'IN nition. 

DISK f1 or 1 Rl'OS Fixed head disk definition. 
Rl'IN 

DPACK ~ or 1 RI'OS M:>ving head disk definition. 
RI'IN 

FREQ 0',1,2,3 Rl'OS Real t.ine clock frequency. 

HSP ~ or 1 Rl'OS High speed paper tape punch definition. 
RI'IN 

HSR ~ or 1 Rl'OS High speed paper tape reader definition. 
Rl'IN 

IBM ~ or 1 Rl'OS IBM 360/370 interface definition. 
Rl'IN 

JOBS + ve RI'OS Maximum nurrber of parallel tasks allowed 
RI'IN in the system 

Pwr ~ or 1 Rl'OS Increrrental plotter definition. 
Rl'IN 

PRINI' ~ or 1 Rl'OS Line printer definition. 
Rl'IN 

:?iffiFL 0' or 1 RI'OS Po.ver nonitor / auto restart option 
Rl'IN definition. 

QM)X ~ or 1 Rl'OS Type 4060 asynchronous multiplexer 
Rl'IN definition. 
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NAME VALUE PLACES DESCRIPTlOOS 
USED 

SHALT ~ or 1 Rl'OS System resources depleted definition. 

SYNC ~ or 1 Rl'OS Type 4015 synchronous controller 
RI'IN defini tion. 

TAPE ~ or 1 Rl'OS Magnetic tape definition. 
Rl'IN 

TI'YS < or =1 Rl'OS Nurrber of teletypes in the system. 
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D.3 DEVICE HANDLER NAMES 

The following list of names is reserved for device handlers in RTOS. 
As additional devices are interfaced to the Nova family of computers 

and new device handlers become available, this list of names will be 

expanded. The first name is the interrupt entry point while the 
second name is the start of the device unit control block in the 
handler . 

• ADCV, 

.CDR, 

. DeOM, 

.DSK, 

.LPT , 

. MfA , 

.PLT, 

.PTP, 

.PTR, 

.PWR 

.TTll, 

.TTOl 

.TTI2, 

.TT02 
. DPK, 

. IBM, 
ONLINE, 

.AOCI - analog to digital converter (4032) 

.CDRl - card reader (4016) 

.OCMl - data communications multiplexer (4026) 

. DSKI - fixed head disk (4019) 

. LPTI - line printer (4034) 

.MfAl - magnetic tape (4030) 

.PLT1 - incremental plotter (4017) 

.PTPI - high speed paper tape punch (4012) 

.PTRI - high speed paper tape reader (4011) 
- power monitor / automatic restart option (XX06) 

.TTY1 - teletype unit 1 (device codes 50,51) 

. TTY 2 - teletype unit 2 (device codes 40,41) 

.DPK~ - moving head disk 

.IB~ - IBM 360/370 interface 
OFFLR 
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D.4 SYSTEM ENTRY POINTS 

NAME VALUE 

. BOHR -ve = inactive 
+ve = break char. 

.BTAB .NREL 
address 

.CHIN .NREL 
address 

.CHOT .NREL 
address 

.CHRI .NREL 
address 

.OHRO .NREL 
address 

.CLK. .NREL 
address 

.CPNT .NREL 
address 

.CPTY 0-25510 

.CST. .NREL 
address 

.CSTK .NREL 
address 

.CUCB 0 = inactive 
t-0 clock active 

. DCBl .NREL 
address 

PLACES 
USED 

RTOS 
RTIN 

RTOS 
Device 
Handlers 

RTOS 
Device 
Handlers 

RTOS 
Device 
Handlers 

RTOS 
Device 
Handlers 

RTOS 
Device 
Handlers 

RTOS 
RTIN 

RTOS 
RTIN 

RTOS 
RTIN 

RTOS 
RTIN 

RTOS 
RTIN 

RTOS 
RTIN 

Device 
Handlers 
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DESCRIPTION 

Break character storage . 

Address of table of get/ 
store character/word sub
routine addresses. 

Routine to handle an input 
interrupt from a byte 
oriented device. 

Routine to handle an output 
interrupt from a byte 
oriented device. 

Routine to dismiss an input 
interrupt at the end of an 
input operation. 

Routine to dismiss an output 
interrupt at the end of an 
output operation. 

Address of the clock count 
down interval queue. 

Address of the first entry ln 
the clock pending stack. 

Priority of the currently 
executing TASK. 

Address of .XMIT/.RCV chan
nel status table. 

Address of the stack of clock 
queue entries. 

Clock active switch. 

Entry point in the .DUCB 
routine to initiate the first 
I/O instruction 



System Entry Points (cont'd) 

NAME VALUE PLACES DESCRIPTION 
USED 

.DISN .NREL RfOS Routine to restore the pre-
address Device vious machine status and 

Handlers dismiss an interrupt. 

. DUCB .NREL RTOS Routine to set up the de-
address Device vice unit control block 

Handlers for . lOX calls . 

.IOER • NREL RTOS .IOX unit number error re-
address Device turn subroutine. 

Handlers 

. IOEND .NREL RTOS Address of a routine to 
address Device handle end of I/O operations 

Handlers 

.JOB .NREL RTOS Address of pending job 
address RfIN TCB's. 

.JPNT .NREL RTOS Address of first entry in 
address RTIN job pending stack. 

.JSTK .NREL RTOS Address of stack of TCB 
address RfIN addresses to be put in the 

pending queue. 

.PMSK 0--177777 RTOS Hardware mask for currently 8 RTIN executing TASK. 

.PTAB .NREL RfOS Address of table of parity 
address Device checking/generating sub-

Handlers routine addresses. 

.QPNT .NREL RTOS Address of first entry in 
address RTIN job queue stack. 

.QSTK .NREL RTOS Address of pending job TCB 
address RTIN address storage area. 

.QUE. .NREL RTOS Address of first TCB to be 
address RTIN queued. 

.RTC. .NREL RTOS Address of first entry in 
address RTIN clock count down interval 

queue. 

.SERV .ZREL Device Address of the interrupt 
address Handlers priority controlling routine 

(PRIOR) . 
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System Entry Points (cont'd) 

NAME VALUE PLACES DESCRIPTION 
USED 

.SHLT .NREL RTOS Start of a user program to 
address handle the case when too few 

tasks were defined (also SHALT 
:: 1) 

.STAK .ZREL Device Address of the I/O job stacker 
address Handlers routine (IOSTK) 

START .NREL RTIN Starting address of user TASKS, 
address branched to after completion 

of initialization. 

. SYS. o a User RTOS RTOS operating mode switch . 
1 = System RTIN 

. TERM .NREL RTOS Address of a list of terrnina-
address Device tion characters used to ter-

Handlers minate input. 

.TIIO .NREL RTOS Next I/O routine for the tele-
address Device type interrupt handler. 

Handlers 

.TTY0 .NREL RTOS Address of teletype unit 
address RTIN o device unit control block. 

. TTY I .NREL RTOS Address of general routine 
address .MITY to pre-process all teletype 

input 

.TTYO .NREL RTOS Address of general routine 
address .MITY to pre-process all teletype 

output. 
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E.l DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM NO.1 

This program demonstrates the usage of all eight meta-instructions 

of the Real Time Operating System. To do this, it creates a number 

of parallel tasks performing data input and output to the teletype, 

suspends execution of the program for ten seconds, and uses the 

break feature to allow the user to restart the program at any point 

during its execution cycle. It uses the real time clock and 

console teletype so it can be run on the minimum hardware configura

tion necessary for using RTOS. 

The new user of RTOS should have thoroughly read the RTOS Reference 

Manual previous to attempting to follow the logic of this example. 

Once the system is initialized, the user TASK priority is set to 

100 octal. A restart TASK is then initiated at a higher priority 

(10 octal) to await the user typing a control C character on the 

teletype. When this break character is input, a complete re

initialization of the system will be performed. 

The initial TASK then initiates a parallel TASK (TASKl) to request 

the user to enter a ten character name on the teletype. This TASK 

is at the same priority as the initial TASK and so does not begin 

execution until the initial TASK has been completed or in this case 

causes a system rescheduling after initiating the output of a message 

"RTOS TEST PROGRAM" via an . IOX meta-instruction. This TASK, after 

completely outputting the message, terminates itself by a .QUIT. 

The first function performed by TASKl is to initiate a TASK (TASK2) 

at priority 140 (octal) to input up to ten characters from the tele

type. Because TASKl is higher priority than TASK 2 , it is scheduled 

for execution after completion of the .FORK instruction and starts the 

output of a message to the operator to enter a name "ENTER NAME:-
" TASKl is now in a suspended state until the message is completed 

and TASK2 is put in the executing state. TASKl after completely out

putting this message issues a .RCV meta-instruction on channel 2 to 

wait for completion of the data input function of TASK2. 
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After completing the input phase (ten characters entered or ter

minated by one of the ASCII terminator characters: carriage re
turn, line feed, escape, end of text, or rubout),TASK2 transmits 

the contents of AC3 when it returned from the .IOX instruction to 

TASK1 via channel 2. To use the .XMIT instruction, the message must 

be moved into AC0. It then performs a .QUIT operation. 

TASK1 upon receiving the message over channel 2 is again put into 

the pending state. When activated, it checks the message sent from 
TASK2 and contained in AC3. If TASK2 input was terminated by a 

carriage return, TASK1 types "<LF> IS" and if not, it types "IS". 

TASK1 then initiates a parallel TASK (TASK0) at priority 100 (octal) 

to wait ten seconds before requesting another name from the user. 

After TASK0 is initiated, execution of TASK1 resumes and outputs the 

characters of the name entered by the user in the reverse order to 

which they were entered. After the output is complete, a .QUIT 

instruction is executed to terminate the TASK. 

Included in the following pages are a program flow chart, program 

listing, and a copy of the program output. 
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DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM NO.1 

START 

.PTY 
<100> 

. FORK 
<10> 

. FORK 
<0> 

PRINT "RTOS 
TEST PROGRAM" 

. QUIT 

PRINT 

YES 

TASK 0 
. WAIT 
<1000.> 

TASK 1 

. FORK 
<140> 

PRINT 
"ENTER NAME: -" 

.RCV 
<2> 

ERMI~TED 

<CR> 
NO 

PRINT 
"<LF> IS" "IS" 

.... 

. FORK 
<100> 

PRINT INPUT 
DATA REVERSED 

. QUIT 

TASK 2 

ZERO INPUT 
BUFFER 

I 
READ 10 

CHARS FRCM Tn 

I 
.XMIT 
<2> 

. QUIT 

TASK 0 

RSTRT 

.BRK 
<3> 

ERROR 

IORST 

JMP INIT 



; REII,L TIt-I t: OP Ekf-\ lING SY S T Eivj 
; OEfvlONS'U<AHON PROGf<Ai'-'l if 1 

• TIlL [ 'EI"10 1 

• ENT STA RT 
.EXTN .IOX ... PTY ... UU lT, . 81,,;-( 
• EX TN • Rev, • XI'l IT, • V!II,I 1, • fO id{ 

• EX TN I t'Jl 1 

; I N I TI AL I 1:': A TI 0 i\l T A S!\ 

. NREL 

60000 '177777 START : .PlY ; 5El I NITI AL PhIU~I1Y 
;1 0 1 {)~j ( 8 ) 0000 1' 01010 100 100 

OCJ002 '177777 
00 (:) (33' C0f10 10 
8 ~10 0 4 ' 0 (600 1 7 ' 

00010 5' 0(i)0002 ' 
0(;00 6' 000000 
0000 7' 000026 ' 

~10G 1 (j ' 177777 
(2; 0 0 1 1 ' Ij (3 ~) (:) Ij {:J 

0(t)O 12' 1 (JOI;:hj~J 
000 13' (2)(50 0010= 
000 1Li' 000 100 
008 15'010002 1 ' 

000 16'1777"17 

• FOkK 
10 
F-i:STh 'J 

• VI) t\i'\ 
(3 

TASK 1 

• I ,jX 
Ci 
QUlP 

i'i ES S 1 * 2 
10 0 
ERfW R 

• U LJI T 
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; C k E:k 1 EkE ~ Hdd T 1\ :::If< 
; Pi;! Uj:l 1Y 1 f:, ( :~, ) 

; CkEVIl PjJF;?'U~EL Tr-.S;"; 
; 1=l T S?\i"l E P f.: I () l-d -j Y (1 [) 0 ( 2; ) ) 

; u LJH.l U 1 !'! E.,s S?<.; i'_ 'I u -I 'l"( 
; "<1 5><1 2 ><1 2 > ,..:;mS It..~:'l'' 

; Tt.. hl''lII\l111EU BY i\lLLL Chf\K /2'. CH~F' 



00017' 177777 
00020'000003 

00021' 062677 
00022'002401 

0002 3'177777 

00024' 177777 
00025'001750 

00026'00'1005' 
00027'000140 

00030'000114' 

00031 '00kHH0' 
00032'0000130 
00033' 100CJ00 
08034'000026= 
80035'008180 
00036'000021' 

1cJ0037 , 177777 
00040'1300002 

00041 '024412 
010042' 166404 
80043'1000411 

00044' 1000031' 
00045'000000 
00046' 100QH:10 
00047' 000050= 
00050'000100 
010051 '000021 ' 
00052'000410 

00053'000(,:)15 

00054' 800044' 
00055' ("100 000 
00056'100000 
00057' 000051 = 
00060'000100 
00061' 000021 ' 

J SY S T8'1 RESTART TASK 

RSTRT: • BRK J BREAK CHARACTER IS CONTROL 
3 J IT I..j ILL f(ESTARl SYSTEf'.1 

J ERROR l1ANu..ING ROUTINE ( RES1ART> 

ERROR: IORST 
JMP @.+1 

INIT 

~ DELAY TASK (WAIT TEN 

TASK0: .WAIT 
1000. 

H'i ESSAGE OUTPUT TASf< 

lA SK 1 : • FORK 
1 40 

TASK2 

dUX 
0 
OUTP 
ivj ESS2* 2 
100 
ERROf~ 

• f(CV 
2 

L lJA 1" CF< 
SUB 3" 1" Sc R 
JMP NOLF 

dOX 
0 
QUTP 
IV} ESS3*2 
100 
ERROf< 
J i"I P k EV C::F~ 

CR: 15 

NOLF: • lOX 
(i) 

OuTP 
M ESS3* 2+ 1 
100 
ERROR 

E-S 

J ERROR ROUTINE 
J R E: - I NIT AL I t: E SY !:i It:J'i 

SECONDS bEFO~E. KEllOI NG) 

J WAIl 10 SECm~ [;S 
J bEFORE RESTARTIr\JG 'IASK 1 

J CREATE PAkALL EL TA SK 
JAT PRIO Rl lY 140 ( 8) 

.; OUTPU'1 i\1ESSP.. G~ 

.; "< 15>< 12> EN'J Eh 1\'~\ I',E : -" 

.; TO PROiilP 1 OPL;:h/4T,)h 

.; W,£\} '1 FUH i'J[SSAGE. FhUi'J 'JASK 2 
.; T kt.ll" Si'i I n E lJ IN (, C 3 

; T[S1 I F I I\lPlJl TEhl'i I NA 1 ~L> 
.; bY C? i\ l~ I AGE. R i 1 U ~ i\l 
; j\) () 

; P R Ii\) T "< L F> IS" 

';CARkIA GE kETU~~ ChARAC1ER 

;pmNT" IS" 

C 



00862 ' 020055- REV~R : 

~)~)Qj 63 ' 048020 
o G 0 6 L: ' 0 4rl ~J 2 1 

~) 0~.) 6 ~ ' 1 (,2 LIl!J IU 

UOU66 ' (,j2 40 56-
(1(JI:i 67' ii Lj2~j20 
i~1,)';: 7 ~; ' 1 <25 L;(ii LJ 

\ i ';j U 7 1 ' (:) liH;j rl 6 

10(:;\:.17;;:" (j2(/1(715L;

D rj C': 7 3 ' 0 40 [2; 31.1 
!DUl~n ~ ' 102 LM ~ 6-
U ij~~ 7 ~ ' \;j ?2030 

00(; 7 6 ' I GH)04 
;~;G ~i 77' ;~1L;202 1 

U {ll } (tJ (Ii ' 1 2 5 4(!, Lj 

o V 1 0 1 ' ,:, !u U -{ " Lt 

U[:: 1 (:i? ' ~:Ul;82 6' 

'Z:~] 1 (:: 3' ~JCC'} ~jEi 
V)(j 1 U Lt' (.:jl-)('Jf)2 Lj' 

C, 0 1 G :, , ~j [l C Ij 5 L~ , 

VJ {j 1 {j 6 • C D IJ ~J ~.; C' 
[J ~: 1 ;jn ' 1 :2\:; l :;(:, 'j 

0U I1 U ' t') "J(J[;L; I
CI 0 1 1 1 ' l ~-' (i } (! i!: 

~i~; 1 1 J ' (-; l H; V, 1 6 ' 

ti:\ {;l 1 1 Lj' (!; 2 () 10 5 Lj- 1 P. Sl-< :2 : 
011 1 } 5' U 40ki 3(') 

00 11 6 ' 1 k!240l'J 
00 1 1 7 ' i-:' 24056-
00 12C ' !ii 42C, 3C, 
~ 0 1 2 1 ' 1 2 5 40 L; 

CJ0 1 22 ' l'J0C776 

':) (;, 1 c::3 ' U 0 G 1 (', 5 ' 
(Q0 1 2 LI ' ~ ; ;h·h.,(::. ) 

;ii 0 1 2 5 ' G 2 2 I~JI>':' 
\j L: 1 2 6 ' t.lle; '-)('j :.:? -I -

001':.:7 ' 00\.)0 12 

~J U 1 3 1 ' 1 6 1 C' 0 c:: 
fJ (j } 32 ' 1 77777 
[W 133' 0IJt0U2 

G.I 

L JjA 0, LAST 
STA 13, I i\J C 1 
STA 0, I NC2 

SU!3 (9 , 0 
L 0/-\ 1, TEN 
STA 0,@INCl 
I I~ c: 1 , 1, S~R 
Jr"IP • - 2 

L lJA vJ, r I RoST 
STA r) , DEC} 
L riA 1, T Eh) 
LUA r . S' L,EC} :":'1 ' 

lviU 'V 0 , 0 , St: f, 
STA I), @INC2 
1 I\! C 1, 1, sv~ 
J "'i J-' • - L; 

• FU I<K 
I GC 
1 11 Si< (: 

• 10>', 

'J U"I P + ~\' U Eli 
OUTPUT 
1 ~) :'i; 

H,j~OF, 

.1.UI'j 

L lJA 0, F I I<S1 
S lA 0, iJE:Cl 
SUb 0 ,13 
L uP 1, TE;\) 
.s T f l 0 , ~; 1JECI 

I,\JC 1, 1 , S;:: f, 
J;";P .-2 

.I OX 

t: ij bH I,; U Fe U 

I I'~P LIT 
HJ. 
f .. id« Ji~ 

• X.' i IT 

• (j UI T 
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; ~i [TUP TO f;E.VE/<S C:: LUfFE.F:S 

; f;EV E.l<!::il:. THI:. U-Jf-'U -I HUFFE.:F 
; P U 11 1:,) C: 1 h t. !~ ~::: l~L T S 
; 11\! 'fht .)VIP Vl !.L:FFEh 

; l~ld:,I-\TE.. ef.;f:~i_LEL T{iSK 
; Tel S T~' i\ T CY CL t . ~' ,_ii-d:~ 

;lL\: TE.I\J S[CO:\ L::; 

; U Ll'j P Ul 'Ih L ~'I ,,' j !:.;. ~ =: 1. ['i ? ;"; f< : 
; 1,'.. I.t. V t.h :':'1.:, .) i, LLi · 

; ~EkU I~PU1 bUFFER 

;I ,\;PU'J UP l U TI.: .. :' . 
; Chf~i-.:f.\C T EJ-':S ~ 'F-,:J;vl tHE 'j TY 

;l:.V El'>J PAUlY, ;,, ::/ . [: FOi'\IY;f-\T 

; P.C0= F: E.T Li J,,'J {le:3 Vf!LLiE: 
; H-.{·q'iS;viI T ,\'j~.::::::i-\ ·-:d':_ ·j ·]i.': Sl. l 



00000 - 88 5 0 15 
00~J0 1- 0 51 0 1 2 
fZH;J0 (I) 2 - 0 47 524 
~}('10 0 3- 0 2~) 1 23 
13000 4- ~) 42 52 4 
~OOG5- 0 5 2 1 23 

00lii0 6- 0 ~00 40 

vj0(~0 7 - (1 47522 
000 10 - 0 511 0 7 
0 liHH ) - (i1 46 S till 
000 1 ~ - 1j00000 

(jon ) 3 - ( ;~ 5C 1 S 
ew(:) } 4- 0 LO 1 ;;j 5 
~j'~O 15- 0 LI~~ 52 L, 

000 16- 020 122 
o O(iJ 1 7 - 0 40 5 1 6 
Ul:) ()2G - ;j 42 51 ~ 
0802 1- (J 3 504C, 
UUU22- 02~j0 5 S 
v.i(30 2 3- 00~J~lty) 

0 ~~)2 4- 0200 12 
~i 10 (,j 25- 0 51 ~ 1 1 
0002 6- 0000 40 

000() 12 
U00~il 2 

t' 00 5 3 - I?J 0 ~1 r2H'J 0 
(~0 0 5 LJ - 0~; '-1 (:; 4 1 -
00055- 0000 L!(j -

000 => 6 -1777 66 

1 (JOI!J!MJ 

02"i000 
0013020 

( ~JCUj2 1 

C1~;J0~! 30 

J i'lE.:SSAGE AN D UP, TP, S TO ~AGE P-RE:l1 OF pr.' UGhi-1;-') 

;'IE.SS }: .1 X T !<1 5><1 2 ><1 2 > h l US TE~ -J F'1 ,Ul1),Ar-'; ! 

.'jt.S~3 : . TX l !<} ,:> IS 

I i-JPUT : 
iJ U'JI-J LJ'J : 

F I FS T: 
L AS T: 
T l:..t\' : 

• c:L K H; . 

• GLK 10 . 
:-1 
,jUTPiJ"J 
IJ li1 PU T-
- 1 C:.i . 

L V U~= 

OUTP = 
l.or.[J= 
I !\'(~ } = 

I l'~ C2 = 
ut:C l= 

1 

~~ U IU ~~, 

l uU00C 
?G\::J(:C 

2 1 
3G 

• E.'~ l. E:; . l ,i I " 
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.; 11\,PVi :...:UFF~f. 

; I)LJ TF' l l'j Lj Uj'j; Lj . 

J INPG T ~ U~ ' F~~ P LLK . + 1 
J u L'lP Ul b U~F U ' AllL;i~ .-1 
; i..;uF j.' E.:" L I'~,\ ,~~ 'i l-! ( ,\; !',Ijf , i 1 'v i:.) 

; t \i L'J P ,L\ j ': J TY 
i uL'Tfll' j 'J r-' fh r"'i 1 l ),': 
; \',.' lJldJ r~)j \! I;.-r 

; {, lil u - I l' l CJ\ t.1-'j L·J 1 I.\~; 

; r. E.G I S T t.r\~ 

; !': UTtJ - L!:.Ci<!:.: :·'il::.;\n I ,\.'~'; h::'[o . 



C:L 
1; L~C 1 
t.. ,-: i·; uR 
c. V L'~l\l 
r" I ;"; S 1 
I l'ie 1 
J 1\)C 2 
I I\! I 1 
I,\;P UT 
1_ (; S T 

,'i 1':~-iS2 

:'1 r::SS3 
I\!OLF 
',) UTF 
' I UTPLi 
;: l~ V,.J , 

::; 'f (, j ;" 1 

j f1 ,' ... ( ,;.j 
1 ,:i ~~.< 1 
'1 t-\ ~.1r\? 

1 "-:" 
I:JukU 

• ',," 1 j 

• tJ J . t\. 

• Fl." ;:'( 
• I u;; 
• I·' 'I Y 
• :.' l'I T 
• :, (;1) 

• ',,' ;'1 l 
• ~ \ " I 'j 

~i(,I 'm~:d ' 

(;j ~ '~I ~l'~J 3~ 

l ; ~J2(.jU{) 

fHH18 5L,
(1 (.) r~i vi 2 0 
r·)(HJ02 1 
n u C' !,~ ~~ 3 ' >; 
1:.iv.:l~::~j~: 7-

;;) 7,(,1\;) 5:'

HH!HJ ~J (Ii -
(:H:)Gf) 1 3 -
U(;G(.:J2 L.-
(.) (.j (-! ; ~! 5 L, , 

('J U U ',,; / ; 1 -

: .. ',. ;(, 1 1 Lj ' 

.:.: ~, c, ~6 -

C ',;~/ 17' V 

;:J . ...ir .. ~ 1 ~ .. ; ~~ ' >( 

kJ ~~ U 1 2:J ' ;~ 
{1U:j!)Ct .', ' l 

,"-'.- r , • r - I , " 
I .' J', I, "-! ! _ 
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DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM NO. 1 

Operation 

,: 10 e; n: .sT FF;UGi ( ,; .. j 
E;~lt..L i\~A~\i~ :- :~ 10S 

!'::,\! Tn·. ,'LL-,! ' i E. : - Uii"-) 

j ', 'I'J::i '1ic. :::1 Ph , ) j~ r',: ·\:'~ 

E:::iT 
i-.;U . 

I 
r. I 

'. loS t_ '( ~; (j ' / 1": 

.s " • (J\ i CJYi E [) 

i i \, 'l~ri I'!I·' ,,·,~ :- L'f,;;]O :~o 1 ;:: I::: ~~ l U" Ui ' Jl::..u 

=:',lsr~ 0d:: :r:: :-

r: TU.s n~.s'r p F~ OGJ<ki 

E:TI [ :; i-.·[-\ .. i :: ; - I.s 

c;l\ 1 E.R 
t:i'-i 1 EJ: 

r: TO~; Tt:ST r-;' ~l:J\ii';: .. , 
i:~ '1 /.:..;: ~\; 

t, TU S T' E:~l l PhU(j:</\i" 
L\ 'j~ i-; l'!/" . L. :- :'~~ Cl : F;;f3 h I.J l~~ ,JIh !~' ~ :: L, CLl 

;'::,·j H j. \ l .,'; i : - . L(;t:~:YGIiJ. 1 I .s ,Ji 

r: TOS TEST P;<O (ji'-!-\;;j 

i:i~ lEi' l'-iA;·; [ : - I ~ 
;":i , H:L :-J~. , ,!:: :~ EVI!: IS £:.lj l:,: 

l::1'I: 1 Ef-; i'-lI-1 :"~':: : - t:.,J CuEF :':: h 
I S hC;FElJl~c/\ 

k TO S TE S T F' ) \1) CJ l< /-i ,':j 
b'd CoN ,'if<-'j i :-
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DATA GENERAL 
CORPORATION 

Southboro. 
Massachusetts 01772 

(617) 485-9100 


